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ABSTRÀCT

Although research studies have begun to exa¡nine

nursesr fears, attitudes and behaviors t,owards persons

vtith HIV, no one hàs evaluated nursesr perceptions of
their risk of acquiring Hunan I¡nmunodef iciency Virus
(HIV) fron nursing act,ivities that involve exposure to
blood and body fluids. The purpose of this descriptive
study ís to understând nursesr perceptj-ons of the risk
of acquiring HIV infection v¡hen caring for HIV infected
patients.

Specifically, nurses and HIV experts l,¡ere asked to
rank nine comnon nursing activities that they believed
placed then at rlsk of HIV infection, Based on L. L.
Thurstoners Law of Comparative Judgernent, the perceived

Risk of HIV Infection guest,ionnaíre was used to identify
nursesr l_evel of concern about HIV exposure in the
workplace and their perception of risk of acquiring HfV

infection while performing nursing activities that
involve exposure to blood or body fluids of HIV infected
patients.

The resul-ts of this study suggest that the
perceptíon of risk of acquiring HIV infection while
caring for an HIv ínfected individual is hierarchícaL in

1V
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relatíon to specific nursing activities that involve
exposure to HIV infected blood and body fluids. The

fÍndings also índicate that bedside nursesr perception

of the risk of HIV infection fron HIV ínfected patients
is significantly different from Infection control-

Practitioners and HIV clínical specialists. The

delineation of the nursing activities that bedside nurses

believe increase their risk of HIV ínfection has

irnplications for administrative, educational- and. research

endeavors that address nursing policy and educationaÌ
needs relevant to the nursing care of HIv infected
patients. Future research into the efficacy and

application of universal precaution protocols, supported

by the findings ín this study, r,¡íI1 further augment the
understanding of the effect of the HIV epidernic on

Manitoba nurses.
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CHAPTER I

STÀTEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

Introduct ion

Acquired Immunodef iciency Syndrome (AIDS) is growing

in epidernic proportions, gIoba1Iy, national-l-y and

provincialty. Epideniologic statistics reflect this in
an alarming way. fn JuIy 7989, 2OB | 176 people worldwide

had been diagnosed with AIDS. Since 1981, 12O,OOO people

have been diagnosed in the United states (Center for
Disease Control IcDc], 1989b) and 3,990 people have been

diagnosed j.n Canada, $/ith 44 of these diagnosed in
Manitoba (Federal Centre for ÀIDS, JuLy, 1990). In
addition, it is estimated that 1 to 1.5 rnillion people

in the United Stâtes (CDC, l-988b) 3O,OOO peopLe in Canada

(Schechter, Marion & Riben, 1-988) and 184 people in
Manitoba (Sekla & Harulond, 1989) are carrying the Human

Tnmunodeficiency Virus (HIV) that causes AfDS (Barre-

Sinoussi et al.r 1-983; calLo et aI., 1984). In Canada,

there is an al-L province study underway to determine the

carriage rate of HIV in the general population. Even if
transmission of the virus were to stop conpletel-y today,



Problem Statement I
ít is estimated that there will have been 7,000 to 11,Ooo

AIDS cases in Canada by 1-992 (Wells, Tostowaryk, &

Rylett, 1988). Half of these v¡iLI have died. In 1999,

Fraser and Cox estimated that on any given day, there
were betv¡een 100 to 150 AIDS patients in canadian

hospitals. In the intervening two years since this
study, the estinates have risen to 250 to 3OO AIDS

patients in Canadian hospitals on any given day (A.

Ronald, personal com¡nunication, January 1990),

At the beginning of the epidernic, 1981, rêsearch

attenpted to establish boundaries around the virus by

identifying high risk groups. As a result, mal-e

homosexuals and Haítians becane the focus of intense

investigation. Over the next few years the J.ist expanded

to include intravenous drug users, prostitutes,
hemophiliacs, Africans, and recipients of blood

transfusions. While the vast majority of studies

supported the theory that the vectors for AIDS spread

$tere blood and semen, an occasionat study suggested that
AIDS could be transmitted by non sexuaL, non-blood borne

contact (O1enski, l-983). Although Olenski and coIlêagues

only suggested the possibility of household contact, the
public díd not understand the language of scientifÍc
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probability. More recent studies strongly suggest that
the children si¡nil-ar to those identified in the Olenski
report were infected perinatally from their HIV infect.ed

nothers (Olenski et a1., 1983). Nevertheless, societal
fears and suspicions still linger today.

Following thê identification of the human

imrnunodef iciency virus as the cause of AIDS in l-983, the
emphasis slowly began to si¿it.ch frorn high risk groups to
high risk activities. Those at greatest risk engage in
frequent unprotected sex with rnultipte partners and/or
share intravenous needles thus risking the exchange of
b1ood. However, since rnuch of the work heal-th care

r"¡orkers perforn exposes then to blood and other body

fluids rnany fear that their v¡ork activities place thern

at noderate to high risk of HTV infection,
Numerous articles and studies have been published

in the health care and public líterature about HIV

transmission and the potentíaI for occupational
transrnission (Meisenhel-der & Lacharite, 19g9b). Many

educators have assuned that fears and concerns about HIV

infection among health care workers will l-essen as

nounting evidence indicates that HIV is not easily
transnitted in the work place (OrDonne]l & OrDonnel-l-,
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1-988). Hos¡ever, publ-ic and scientific journals are still
pubJ.ishing many studies and articles concerning HIV and

the emotional- and behavioral responses it causes in

health care workers (Staff, 1988; Paul-, 1988; Gerbert,

1989).

The goal of many HIv educational- presentations has

been to quelI health care workersr fears about HIV

transmission. A frequent outcone hor^rever, is frustration

and uncertainty. Those who want to convey inforrnatíon-

-researchers, adrnÍnistrators and educators --seldon

realize that their presentations are not reassuring,

SeveraL approaches have been used to caLrn nurses fears

about HIV transmission in the v¡ork setting: presentation

of epiderniologic data regarding HIV j.nfection in health

care settings, provision of information about HIV

trans¡niss ibil ity, instructj.on in infection control
protocols, and reassurance. Yet nany nurses and other

health care workers r¡rho do or will encounter HIV in their

daily work feel less and less at ease.

cerbert and coll,eagues (1989) suggested three

reasons for the continuing fear among heal-th care

workers. First, researchers and educators have not yet

acknowledged the legitirnacy of health care workers I
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fears; HIV is indeed transrnissible in the health care

work environment (cDc, 1989a). Second, infection control-

procedures cannot always prevent HIV transmission and the

specific events that increase health care workers (Hcl^ls)

risk of HIV exposure have not been ful-ly identifíed.

Thírd, the perceived credibility of researchers,

adninistrators and educators is eroding as the knowledge

base of HIV infêction rapidly expands causínq experts to

revise theír opinions on many poínts. These three

reasons exist over and above the publicts fear of HIv

infection centering around death, sex and stigma (Herek

& Gl-unt, 1988 ) .

The Risk of HIv Infectíon fron the workplace

current epíderniologicaL evidence suggests that HIV

presents a real risk to Hc!.¡s (see Literature Revievt) .

Authorities have used these data to persuade Hcws that

the risk of acquiríng HIV frorn patient care is l-ow

cornpared to the risk of HIV infection from sexual

activities. Ho\,¡ever, many health care workers see their
risk of occupational exposure to HIV as nuch greater than

vrhat they perceive their ínfinitesi¡nal risk to be out.side
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the work p1ace. Only proof that the risk of HIV

infection fron the health care environrnent is nonexi-stent

would convince ¡nany that their fear is an overreaction,
The reality of the threat is often heightened when

authorities confirrn the existence of occupational-ty

acquired HIV infection, Careful and repeated

qualification and quantification have not e1j-ninated the

fear (Gerbert, Maguire, Badnerr AÌtnan, & Stone, l_989).

Universal Precautions: A Response to the Risk

Unj-versal precaution (Up) protocols were developed

by the Public Service Center for Disease Control (CDC)

in the United States (CDC, 1987a) in response to the risk
of exposure to HIV infection in the health care

environrnent (CDC, 1988a). In Canada, Up protocols were

endorsed and released by the Bureau of Corn¡nunicabl_e

Diseases Epidemiology, Laboratory Centre for Disease

control (LCDC) ( Recornmendations, t9g7). ALthough

interpreted in differing v¿ays, the basic principles have

been adopted by the large teaching hospitals throughout

Canada. Nurses have been instructed in their
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application. Studies have not yet been published to
determine if UP have decreased or even affected t.he

health care workers fear of infection with HIV.

Erosion of credibility

Brandt (1988b) suggested that the authority of

scientific expertise has been eroded. Morêover, Three

Mile Island, Chernobyt and the threat of other

environ¡nental disasters have encouraged public distrust
of official- reassurances that catastrophes cannot occur.

Recent North Anerican cuLture has 1ítt1e experience

toleratíng the uncertainties of epiderníc disease. Before

the onset of the HIV epidenic people cl-aimed that the age

of the transrnissible, lethal infection was past.

Epidernics like that of polio in the 1950's had receded

fron public memory. The fear of epidenic infection was

believed to be unfounded in this nodern age of

antibiotics,

Expert knowledge is known to be one of the classic
bases of social authority (French & Raven, l-959).

Because of the rapidly changing knowfedge about HIV,

scientísts have had to revise rnany of their opinions
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about HIV infection and transmiss ibility. The constant
revision has onl-y Íncreased the suspicions of health care

workers.

civen the falt in legitimacy of experts, the sociaL
process of eval-uating relative risk becornes diff icul-t.
Misunderstanding of scientistsr use of probabilistic
statenents in describing risks exacerbates the situation.
Peopl-e often ¡nisinterpret a statenent l-ike "the risk of
HfV transnission from saliva ís theoretically possible
but extremely unlikelyrr, to nean that such transmission
ís possibJ.e or even tikely (Herek & Glunt, l-988).

Reassurances based on the smal1 theoreticat risk often
appear hollor,¡ in the face of news of infected health care

s¡orkers.

Brandt (1989a) suggested that in general North
Arnericans are unable to evaluate and apply statistical
principles to their everyday experience. Judgenents

about the probability of the risk of a given event are

based nore on the entire web of beliefs hêld by the
individuaL than on statistical- principles. people

usually do not detect the biases in their judgernents of
probability (Tversky & Kahnnan, l.974). Às a profession,
nursesr lack of experiencê and education in comparíng
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statistical risks has enhanced nursesr fear of HIV

infect ion .

Purpose of the study

ALthough research studies have begun to examine

nursesr fears, attitudes and behaviors towards persons

v¡ith HIV, no one has evaluated nursesr perceptions of

their risk of acquiring HïV fron nursing activíties that
involve exposure to blood and body fluids. The purpose

of this descriptive study is to understand nursesl

perceptions of the risk of acquiring HIV infection when

caring for HIV infected patíents.

The following questions were addressed: What are

bedside nurses' perceptions of risk of acquiring HIV

infection from ninê nursing activities that involve

exposure to blood and body fluíds of HIV infected
patients? Specifically, given nine nursing activities
that involve exposure to blood and body fluíds of HfV

infected patients, how do bedside nurses and experts rank

order the activities according to the potential risk of

HIV infection? Do beside nursest perceptions vary fron

a group of recognized HIV experts? What infLuenced the
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rank ordering of nursing activities? And finalLy, hovt

frequently would nurses and experts wear gloves when

performing the nine nursing activities?
Underlying this study is the prernise that nursesl

fears of acquiring HIv infection fron the workplace are

Iegitimate regardless of thè measurable epideniological

risk. This study will enable educators to specífically
identify some of the HIV educational- needs of bedside

nurses. The knowledge gained will encourage effective
adaptation of the generic universaL precaution protocols

needed to safely meet real life nursing situations. In

addition, the findings of this study could forn the basis

of an investigatì.on into nursesr acceptance and

application of universaJ. precaution (UP) protocols in
hospitals.
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CONCEPTUAIJ FRAMEWORK

Nursesr occupational risk of acquiring HIV infection
has been discussed in anecdotal reports, point prevalence

surveys and in prospective, J.ongitudinaJ. studies.

However, a nursers perception of the risk of contagíon

rthen caríng for people with HIV infection does not appear

to be soLeLy reÌated to the epidernioJ-ogica I risk of

exposure to the virus. Meisenhelder and Lacharite

(1-989a) suggested that nurses' perception of the risk of

contagion comes fron the legitinate threat of a serious

dísease and from the internalized condernnation associated

with the ÀIDS IabeI.

Meisenhelder and l-,acharite (1989a) discussed this
perception of risk as a theoreticaÌ extrapolation of

selyers stress-coping process. The possibility or

actuality of caring for an HIV infected patient is the

stimulus that Leads to neurocognitive anxiety.

Neurocognitive anxíety consists of the fear of the

uncontrol-1able, unacceptabl-ef unknown and rnisunderstood.

As the anxiety becones more focused, it becomes the

perception of risk of acquiring HIv infection fron the

workpface, The affective response to the perception of

L7
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risk has been tabel-Ied the rrfear of contagionrr. The

conponents of the fear of contagion of HfV will be

discussed as depicted in Appendix À.

stimulus: Providing care for HIV Infected People

The HïV epidenic has exploded in North America with

ATDS and HIV infection becorning an ingrained part of the

rnedia (Huqhey, Norton & Sullivan-Norton, 1989). with

3o,ooo people estinated to be infected in canada, and

100 to 150 people with AIDS in our hospítaIs on any given

day, few nurses have been abl-e to avoid thinking about

the inpact of HIv Ínfection on their careersf their

health and their sâfety (Fraser & cox' 1988; clever,

1988). The fear of HIv contagion is present r^¡hether or

not the nurse has cared for an HIV seropositive patient

in the past . when honest, even those r,¡ho are cornmitted

to providing conpl-ete, compassionate care have been

affected by the hysteria surrounding HIV infection (wood,

198e).
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Neurocognitive Activity

Neurococrnitive Àctivitv: Fear of the Uncontroflable

Nurses are at risk of exposure to HIV infection

because of the nature of nursinqr. Exposure to blood and

body fluids is a frequent and often unpredictable

occurrence. Most nurses can recaIl at l-east one incident

of having pricked themseLves v/ith a needle or

accidental-ly being splashed with bl-ood. The ¡nore vivid

the event the easier it is to rêcall. For exampl-e, days

when a nurse sustained a splash in the face with blood

are remembered with clarity. Tversky and Kahnenan (!974)

suggested that the vividness of certain events biases the

menoryrs ability to retrieve events, rvith the more vivid

events being the easiest to rernember. This leads to a

systernic bias in a nurses' ability to evaluate the

probability of a specific event.

Slovic, Fischhoff and Liechtenstein (1987) suggested

that incidents perceíved as being out of the control- of

the individual are viewed as high risk, irrespective of

the probability of the event happening. Caring for the

HIv infected is J.argel-y an uncontrollable part of a
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bedsíde nurses experience. Most hospital-s have enacted

policies that ¡nake it very difficult for nurses to

control their encounters with the HIV infected. Nurses

are threatened with disciplínary action if they refuse

to care for an HIV infected patient. The introductíon

of UP protocol-s on thê surface appears to restore sone

control to the nurse. The essence of UP is the reasoned

use of protective equipment. Hor¡rever, as bedside nurses

frequently have Iittle input into the purchase and

location of protective supplies, the introduction of UP

has done l-ittle to provide a sense of controL.

Conf idential. ity policies that attenpt to protect the

patient fro¡n the stigma surrounding a diagnosis of HIv

infection frequentLy add to the sense of lack of control.

These policies routinely prevent nurses from knowing the

HIV seroLogical status of patients, even when other

members of the health care rrteamrr have access to this

infor¡nation .

Neìrrrrcocrnitiwe Àr:t-iwitw: Fêâr ôf thê ITnaccêrrt-aLr'l e

In North Arnerica, the fear

strongly associated with people

of HIV infection is
that are considered
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socially devj-ant or repulsive: the sexually prorniscuous,

the ¡nale ho¡nosexual- and the intravenous drug user. In

canada, HIV infection has spread srell beyond the nal-e

ho¡nosexual population to hemophiliacs, prostitutes,

intravenous drug users and the sexual partners and

of fsprì.ng of the previously listed groups.

Epidemiological evidence suggests that HIV infection is
growing fastest i.n the non-v¡hite population in the United

states, especially among intravenous drug users and their
sexual partners. For many nurses, their risk of

occupational exposure to individuals fron these socially

alienated groups is much higher than their perceÍved

exposure outside the work p1ace. Slovic, Fischhoff and

Liechtenstein (1987) suqgested that incidents or persons

that cause dread or repulsion are associated with

perceptions of high risk.
Hornophobia is assurned by many to be one of the

primary reasons for the persistence of the rrfear of AIDSTI

reactions. while providing insight into the responses

that care givers have to ho¡nosexual- persons with HIV

infection, this research cannot be generalized to the

responses care givers have to all persons tr¡ith HIV

infection. Little has been published to date about
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nursesr responses to these other socially aLienated

groups and !¡hether this response is any different than

nurses I responses to honosexuals.

r¡arrr¡r¡racrnìtiwa Àctivitv: Misunderstood and Unknown

The two concepts of fear of the unknovrn and

rnisunderstanding are closely related. Health care

$/orkers are continually attempting to decípher l"/hat is

known about HIv ínfection, acknowledge the unkno!¡n,

correct rnisunderstandings and expose specul-ation. Sontag

(1977) suggested that the ¡nore nysterious a disease, the

more contagious it is perceived to be. The rnysterious

perception is reinforced by the rapid changes in

knowledge concerning HIv infection over the past eight

years. I,Ihen AIDS was first described in 1981, little v¡as

known of its cause (Schilts, l-988). By l-985, virologists

s¡ere able to identify HIV as the causative agent and

epiderniologists had described the mode of transnission

( SchiJ-ts, 1988 ) .

Nurses have expressed the bel-ief that scientísts

really kno\^t very little about HIV infection (Moriarity,

1988). Kahnenan and Tversky (1984) suggested two
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possible reasons for this; relative heuristics and

avail-abílity heurj.stics. Attempts to aIlay fear and

decrease the perception of risk of HIV infection are

often greeted wíth skepticism. Past situations rvhere

ad¡ninistrators , scientists and physicians have offered

misleading reassurancês about other heaLth risks are

recalLed by nurses and unconsciously extrapol-ated to

information being cornmunicated about Hrv infection

(relative heuristic) . The fear and terror of being

ínfected with HTv has been vivíd1y portrayed in the

rnedia. Nursing journals have described instances of

nurses losing theír jobs because they acquj-red HIV

infection. A single vivid case is more important than

any statistic (avaí1ability heurístic).

Perception of Risk

Acduírinq HIV Infection fron the workpl-ace

Relative risk
individual-s infected

of risk is defined as

is a quantitatíve accounting of

with HIV. The scientific assessment

the accurate counting of lives l-ost
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or rnaimed over time (RobÍnson, 1-989). Scientj-sts focus

on a single hazard in isolation of other risks when

establishing an estinate of risk (Weinstein, L987) ' This

is a strongly quantitative definitíon v¡ith the human cost

usuatly relegated to some form of unit of production'

The scientific assessment only accounts for less than 20

per cent of the publicts total- neasure of risk (Renn,

l-981). The public ¡ltust attenpt to respond to a nurnber

of hazards at one time (I'feinstein, 1987) ' As a result

the public uses many qualitative factors when weighing

a risk.
Risk perception is the conscious or unconscious

analysis of the qualitatÍve and quantitatíve factors

concerning the acquisition of HIV. The pereeption of

the risk of acquiríng HIV infection fron the nursing

workpJ-ace v¡iI1 be conpatible with the entire web of

beLiefs of the indivídual nurse.

ProbabíIity of death fron AIDS and overall-
rnorbidity accãunts for only a s¡naLL proportion of
the perðeption of risk. The effectiveness of
epíaeìniolobic data in reducing fear ís undernined by
tire cognitlve distortion that occurs when people
appraisê the probabiJ-ity of. unlikely events. rrI.',ow

prórauirities. . . are overweighted, and very lorr¡

þrobabilities are either overweighted quite grossly
ãr neglected altogether' making decision weights
highly unstable in that region. The overweighting
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of 1o!, probabil-ities. . . anplifies the aversiveness- .9f
a s¡nall- chance of severe loss" (Kahneman & Tversky,
1984, p.345) .

Affective Responses: Fear of contagion

Meísenhel-der and Lacharite (i-9894, 1-989b) defined

fear of HfV contagion as the affective response to the

perceived risk of acquíring HfV dísease' This fear

varíes depending on the extent of the perceived risk of

HIV infection and can be conceptualized on a contínuurn '

One end of the continuum represents no perceived risk

fear and thus no stress responsês; the other extre¡ne fear

r,¡ith an intense perception of risk.
As North Americans we are relatively unsophísticated

in our assessment of risk' This lack of sophistícation

has heightened the fear response to the HIV epidemic

(ttThe Fear of AIDS'I, 1985). If nurses are to respond

optimally to the risk of HIV ínfection in the workplace'

they nust have a reasonably accurate perception of the

magnitude of those rísks. Yet the forrnal education of

nost people, including nurses, rareLy includes any

serious instruction in the assessnent of rísk.
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Sunmary

Fear of contagion arises from the legitímate threat
of exposure to HIV infection in the workpl-ace and the

neurocognitive activities that provides the syrnbolic

neaning of HfV infection. The more that HIV ínfectíon
represents the unknown, uncontrol-l_able and unacceptable

the greater the affective response of fear of contagion.

The epideniological literature and the l-iterature
exanining HCWs' attitudinat response to HIV in the
workplace ilLustrates the behavioural manifestations of
fear of contagion.



CHAPTER ÏTI
LITERATURE REVIEW

The reviev¡ of the literature provides a context for

understanding nurses' perceptions of risk of acquíring

HIV infection from the workplace. It was conplied from

a variety of sources: a rnanual search, a computer searcht

presentations from the Fifth and Sixth InternationaL

Conferences on AIDS, tracking of citations, and from

personal communication with HIV researchers.

This chapter r¿iII initially examine the

epiderniological risk of acquiring HIv fron the heal-th

care environment followed by a revíew of the limited

research Iiterature concerning universal precaution

protocol-s. The review then critically evaluated research

papers concerning nursing attitudes toward caring for

HIV infected individual-s' Fina1Iy, there is an

examination of nurses' abitity to eval-uate risk.

EpidernioJ-ogical Risk of HIv rnfection

The epideniological. risk of acquiring HIV in the

workplace is under intense investígation at this tine.

27
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The first people s¡ith AIDS were hospitalized in 1-978 '

prior to recognition that AIDS was transrnissible' Sínce

that time anecdotal reports' serological surveys and

Iongitudinal studies have been published about the

presurnptive risk of acquiring HIv infectíon in the

!¡orkplace (Henderson' 1988). secondary findings and

interpretive comnents by the researchers are infor¡native

as weIl.

fn 1983, the center for Disease controL in Atfanta'

Georgia began a multi-center longitudinal surveilLance

project of HCt'¡s with percutaneous or mucous menbrane

exposures to blood and body fluids of persons infected

$rith HIV. As of May, !g88, !2OL (CDC' 1989a) HCWS have

been enroll-ed. An addítional- 4L2 Hcws net the

eligibility criteria but vtere excluded because they did

not submit to testing (306) or were not exposed to blood

(saliva 56, urine 16' unknov¡n fluids 34) ' Enrolled

subjects ca¡ne fro¡n a broad range of heatth care \^torkers

including 751 nurses, 164 physicians, 734 laboratory

workers, 9o phleboto¡nists and 62 others' Ninety-eight of

the study participants had direct patient or specinen

contact' EÍghty per cent of the exposures resulted frorn

needlesticks' I per cent forn other sharp objectS¡ 7 per
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cent fron open wound contamination and 5 per cent fron

mucus nembrane exposure. of 963 vrorkers whose serun has

been tested for at Least 180 days post exposure, 4 were

positive for the HIV antibody and had no risk factors

other than a needLestick exposure (Mccray, L986i cDc,

1988ai Marcus, 1988). Eight hundred and sixty of the

963 Hcws were exposed via a needlestick or a cut from a

sharp instrunent. AIl four seroconversj-ons occurred as

a resul-t of a percutaneous exposure; 2 were exposed

during resuscitation procedures, 1 fron needle re-

capping (Strícof & Morse, 1986; Marcus, 1988), and the

fourth during phl-ebotoÍry (cDC, 1988a). This results in

a seropreval-ence rate of 0.46 per cent (4 of 860).

The National Institutes of Health have reported one

seroconversion among the L2OO HCWS enrolled in its

longitudinal studies (Fahey, Schnitt, Saah, Lane, &

Henderson, 1988). HCWS sustained 483 parental (103) and

nucus rnembrane (380) exposures to HIV infected blood or

body fluids.

The University of california has also reported one

seroconversion fron the 235 Hcws with 625 needlestick

injuries to HIV infected blood being followed in their

study (Gerberding, Littel, & L,ouie, 1989). Moss and
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colleagues (1986) studied 1ol- Hcws from University of

california or the San Franci.sco ceneral. Eleven Hcws

$rere HIV seropositive. Howevêr, alI identified

themselves as taking part in known high risk behaviours.

Kuhls and colleagues (1987) prospectively foll-owed

246 seronegative female health care workers for 9 to 12

months. one hundred and two of the 246 reported more

than 50 contacts with blood and body fluids fron AIDS

patients; ten had needLestick injuríes and l-5 had mucus

membrane exposures. one hundred and one workers had no

exposure and the rernaining forty - three had a lost rate

of exposure. No HCws developed HIv antibodies during the

f ol-l-ow up period.

l,teiss and associates (1985) followed 361 Hcws from

several medicaL centers in areas of noderate to high

incidence of HIV infection. The subjects were

predoninantly physícians (239 of 361). Forty-four

reported percutaneous exposure to HIV. Three of these

'r,rere HIv seropositive v¡ith no other risk factors

identified. one HcI^t vJas exposed from a percutaneous

puncture from a col-onic biopsy needle. The second HCW

vras exposed via two accidental needlesticks whil-e drawing

blood. The third Hcl,I was a laboratory worker. He j aÍuned
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a capiJ-1ary tube of blood into the palm of his hand. The

HIV status of the bLood to which he was exposed is
unknown. No other risk factors $rere identified. This

case represents probable occupational transrnission

because the epideniological investigatj.on was incomplete

and the tiníng of the HIV seroconversion could not, be

docunented. Ìn addition, Weiss has identified 2 research

laboratory workers that have seroconverted. following
exposure to concentrated forns of HIV in the laboratory
setting.

Hirsh and associates (1995) studied 72 heafth care

workers with docu¡nented exposure t.o HIV infected blood

and body fluids. Thirty HCWs had sustained singl-e

needlestick injuries, three had blood exposure to mucus

nembranes or open skin wounds and 39 had skin and/or

nucus ne¡nbrane exposures to body fÌuids other than blood.

All were seronegative L2 Ínonths after exposure.

A prospective study in the United Kingdom (McEvoy,

Porter, Mortiner, Sinmons, & Shanson 1997) examined 76

HCWS with parental, mucosal or cutaneous exposures. No

seroconversions were identified.
In a Canadian longitudinaÌ study begun in 199S, 205

parenteral- or nucous mênbrane exposures to HIV infected
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blood or body fluids have been reported to date. One

person was seropositive when the initial serum was

drawn. However, this person had other risk factors. It
is believed that this and not the workplace exposure was

the probable cause of seroconversion (Health and l^Ielfare

Canada, 1988 ) .

In aIl six longitudinal studies, needlesticks were

the onLy type of exposure that Led to HIV infection.

The rate of transrnission based on the longitudinal

studies is o.27 per cent or approxinately 3 HIV

infections per 1000 exposures. If only needlesticks are

considered the rate is slightly higher at o.472 or 5 HIV

infections per 1000 needlesticks with a contaminated

needLe (Henderson, 1988 ) .

In summary el-even Hcws have been docu¡nented in these

longitudínal- studies as having acquired HIV from

occupational- exposure. All- but one of these has cone

fron a percutaneous exposure (weiss, 1988). In seven

cases the time of seroconversion v¡as documented (cDc,

1988a,' Marcusr 1988; Fahey, Schnitt, Saah, Lane, &

Henderson, 1989i weiss, 1988,' cerberdÍng, Littel- & Louie,

1989).

Eleven other HCWs, with documented seroconvers ions,
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not enroLled in the longitudinaL studies have been

reported in anecdotal reports. All 10 denied exposure

to HIV other than in the workplace (Anonynous, L984 ì

okenhendl-er, Harzíc, Le Roux, Rabín, & clauvel, :-986;

Neisson-Vernant, Arfí, ¡.lathez, Leibowítch, & Monplaisar,

l-986; CDC, L986 | :-987 ì Ransey, Snith, & Reinarz, 1988i

Gioanniní, et aL., 1-988; Michetet, Cartier, Ruffault,
Camus, cenetet, & Thomasr 1-988; Wall_ace & Harrison,

l-988). Six of the exposures vrere due to needl-esticks or

other sharps; four to mucosal exposure.

The literature identifies 3 additional infected Hcws

in which the date of seroconversion is unknov¡n (Grant &

McEvoy, 1985,' Klein, et a1. 1988; Ponce de Leon,

Sanchez -Mej orada, & Zaidi-Jacobson, l-988). Two of the

three are due to needle stick injury. No other risk
factors have been identified.

Anecdotal reports highlight that occupational- HIV

transrnission does occur. Hoivever, such reports do not

enphasize the rnagnitude of the risk as they províde a

numerator (infected health care workers folJ.owing

exposures) for v¡hich there is no denoninator (tota1

nunber of heal-th carê workers exposed) . Adequate

infornation is often unavailab1e to defínit,ively link
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the HIv infectíon to the exposure. Longitudinal,
prospective studies provide the best estirnate of the

epiderniologica I risk of HMransmission in the health

care setting. Precise docurnentation of adverse exposures

combined with careful nonitoring of the seroconversion

allows researchers to identify occupational exposure with
reasonabl-e confidence.

The overall total- of 25 HCWS with occupationally

acquired HIV infection is considered by sone to be smaIl

in comparison to the total nunber of health care workers

in contact with HIV infected patients (Marcus & the CDC

Cooperative Needl-estick Group, 1988i cerbert, Maguire,

Badner, Altnan, & Stone, 1989). Äs of June, 1989, the

CDC had identified l-69 HCWS r¡/ith AIDS and undeter¡nined

exposure to the virus; information is j.ncornplete for 28

because of death or refusal to be interviewed and 97 are

sti1I under invest.igation. Aoun (1989) charged that CDC

was either purposefully or negligently under reporting
the number of HCWS with occupationally acquired HIV

infection. He cites his own case as an exanple. Even

though Johns Hopkins HospitaL acknovrledges that the
rrvirus was acquired v¡hile treating a patient", CDC has

not included Aounrs case in their reports. The actual
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ta1ly of occupationally infected Hcws has changed little
over sevêral years. with HIV infected patients

increasing and no evidence of a decrease in needl-estíck

exposures, simpte projections would suggest that the

total number of infected HCWs !¡ould increase over time

(B]and, 1990). Representatives at CDC suggest that the

l-ack of increase in HIv infected Hcws may be because Hcws

are nos¡ taking ¡nore precautions to protect thenselvês

fron occupational exposuresi however, this has not been

investigated. others suggest that nevr cases of

occupatj-onaI seroconversion have not been reported

because of the tremendous publicity and resul-tant

discrinination associated with previous cases, (Nico1Ie,

personal connunicationr January 5, 1990).

Universal- Precautions: A Response to the Rel-ative Risk

Thê work of nurses involves frequent exposure to

bl-ood and body fJ.uids. studies presented at the Third

International conference on AIDS stressed that health

care workers are frequentLy spfattered with blood and

other body fluids fron patients. Graphic pictures were
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shor,rn of emergency roon personnel cornpletely covered in

blood (Baker, et â1., 1988) . Needl-estick ínjuries
continue to be one of the ¡nost frequent and under-

reported occupational injuries of bedside nurses. (KLass,

Ssreeny, & Harding, 1987; ,fackson, 1986; Krasinski, 1987).

The injuries prirnarily occur r,¡hen used hypodermic needles

are being recapped prior to disposal (McCornick & Maki,

1981; Neuberger, 1984 i Rêed, 1980i Ruben, l-983).

Since the onset of the HIV epidernic in the early

198ors, increased attention has been focused on infection

control techniques that provide barrier protection from

blood and body fluids infected with blood borne microbes

like hepatitis B and HIV. In 1987, the cDc revealed that

several health care r¿orkers had acquÍred HIV fron the

workplace (cDc, 1987b). Äl-though probably unrelated, i.n

less than 3 months the Center for Disease Control

released the updated guidelines for the prevention of HIV

transmission (CDC, 1987a). Also ca1led universal

precautions, these guidelines supplanted previous blood

and body fLuid precautions that had been issued in 1983

(AIDS Update: Reconmendatj-ons for preventing transrnissj-on

of HIV in heath care settings, 1988i cDC, 1983, 1989).

The nost recent update of the CDC UniversaL Precaution
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protocols were releasêd in ,fune, 1989 (CDC, 1989a).

Prior to January 1987, Larsen (1988) was unable to

identify any studies in the nursing Iiterature that

focused on the efficacy of any infection control- barrier
techniques, including those instituted in universal-

precautions (Larsen, 1988 ) . As a result of an

evaluation of the research literaturê supporting specific
isolation techniques, the Uníted States Governnent

Fedêral Register (1987) stated that the practice of

specific isol-ation techniques is not strongly grounded

in research. Lítt1e has changed since the advent of UP

(Larsen, L989). Although UP has rnany advocates, and

aI¡nost as ¡nany foes, no research has been reported that
demonstrated its efficacy or non-efficacy in preventing

HIV or hepatitis transmission in the health care sett.ing

(Lynch, Jackson, Cummings, & Stamm, L987).

In Novenber 1987, the United States Departnent of

Labor, occupational Safety and Health Administration

(OSHA) decided to enforce the cDc guidelines through the

use of substantial- fines to non-cornpliant hospitats

(Makulowichf 1988). This has stimulated the Ínt.roduction

of UP in most health care settings in the United States.

canadian hospitals do not have oSHA or its equivalent to
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motivate them. Stil-l, nany US and Canadian hospitals and

nursing staff have rnade the transition to UP hesitantly
and with varying degrees of comrnitrnent (orKane, I9a7 i

Harnett, 1987). At the annual conference of the

associatíon of the American Practitioners of fnfection
Control in 1988, universal precautions were described as

an expensive, global, disruptive knee-jerk response to

AIDS \,tithout a sound scientific research base (VaLenti,

198 8 ) .

Even though oSHÄ, the cDc and LCDC strongly support

the use of UP, results fron the United States and Canada

suggest that the application of universal precautions is
rninirnaJ., even in areas of high incidence of HIV

ínfection. In the Health and Welfare Canada longitudinaJ.

study (1988) discussed earlier, 41 per cent of the HCWS

were not wearing protective apparel at the ti¡ne of

exposure. Àn estimated 34 percent of those exposed could

have prevented exposure by adhering to the UP protocols

(Elrnslie, Mu11ígan, & O'Shaughnessy, 1988).

Gerberding and colleagues (1-987) ín their
J.ongitudinal study examiníng the risk of HIV acquisition
ín exposed HCWS found inadequate appJ-ication of universal
precautions, They found that 56 per cent of the HCWs
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fail-ed to use appropriate protective precautions when

caring for AIDS patients; less than ten per cent over

protected themselves. Even fewer HCWS used appropriate

protective precautions (40 per cent) when caring for

asymptonatic, HIV seropositive patients.

A non-participatory observational study from John

Hopkins Hospitalr v¡ith a 3 to 5 percent incidence of

unsuspected emergency patients with HIV ínfection,

demonstrated that even when supplies were convenientJ.y

provided, ernergency room staff did not fo1lo\,t UP

protocols (Kelen, DiGiovanna, Kal,ainov, Bisson, & scott,

1989). of particular interest in this study vras the

inverse relationship between the amount of blood ín the

area and the rnedical and nursing staffts use of gl-oves,

gowns and masks. Hcws used gloves least frequently with

trauma patients with multiple injuries. The authors did

not explore the reasons for this behaviour.

Moriarity (1988), a senior editor of RN, sumrnarized

the results of a survey of readers. No information was

given concerning the characteristics of the respondents

and non-respondents. Three quarters of the respondents

expressed a moderate to high fear of AIDS. The majority
(no numbers) of readers did not bel-ieve the nedical worl-d
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knew very rnuch about HIV and ÀIDS. In spite of the fear,

60 per cent do not use universal precautions all of the

time, with all patients. Fevt studies have examined Hcl^¡s

response to UP, and none have yet assessed UP effect on

the relative risk of HIV infection.

Canpbell (1990) exanined the cornpliance of emergency

departmênt workers to UP protocols in a rnid-size

hospital, in an area v¡ith a ¡noderate prevalênce of HIV

infection. Using non-participant observation and a self

report survey he reported that appropriate gowns were

worn 12 per cent of the tirne, rnasks 2 per cent of the

time, goggles nine per cent of the time, and gloves 80

per cent of the ti¡ne. Gloves rvere worn for IV insertion

55 per cent of the tiÍie. Carnpbell and associates (1990)

concluded that a significant number of Hcws fail-ed to

appropriately apply UP protocols to their practice.

T\"/o studíes have attenpted to evaluate the

acceptability and irnplernentation of UP by nurses. Gruber

and cofleagues (1989) tried to evaluate the relationship

betlreen knowledge of HIV infection and the inplenentation

of UP $/ith a questionnaire. While survey nethodol-ogies

have severe 1i¡nitations when attenpting to evaluate

actual- practice, the study does raise some irnportant
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issues. Those with the Lowest knowledge scores v/ere more

likely to implenent UP. Those least IikeJ-y to inplenent

UP also believed that their risk of HIv exposure in the

workplace t¡as lor,r.

Lowen and colLeagues (L989) tried to eval-uate nurse-

rnidwives acceptance and use of precautíons to prevent

blood borne infections by asking about specific adherence

to individual items from the cDc guidelinês. A totaf of

I,784 (60.2e") actively practicing nurse-nidwives

completed the questionnaire. Forty-five percent stated

they did not use UP in their practíce; 38 per cent of

these fett that UP were unnecessary. of the 55 per cent

using UP, over half faíIed to confirrn their answer by

reporting the use of specific conponents of the UP

protocol. Sixty-five percent reported being soaked

through to the skin with blood or a¡nniotic fluid at least

once in the preceding six months (25.1 per cent reported

5 or nore such splashes) . Those vJho reported using UP

recognized the epidemiological risk of hepatitis B and

HIV more frequently than those who reported not us j-ng UP.

In sunmary, uP inplenentation has been strongly

urged by governrnent agencies in canadâ and thè US.

Hotr/ever, research to support the efficacy of the UP
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protocols is not availabl-e. Nurses actual irnplementation

of UP appears to reLate in part to knowledge of HIV

transmission and to a perceived risk of acquiring HIV

fron the patient care environrnent. Further study is

needed to add to the understanding of nursesr perceived

risk of acquiring HTV fron the HIv infected patients.

Carinqf for HIV Infected Patients: Nursing Attitudes

carinq for Patients with AIDS

A number of studies have identified nursesr fear

response to providing care for Hrv infected patients. rn

the first study published about nursesr fears and

attítudes toqtards AIDS, Reed, Wíse and Mann (1984)

surveyed 267 urban hospital staff' Eighteen per cent

returned the survey. In spite of this very poor response

rate, this study is one of the most referenced studies

in the AIDS and nursing literature. The researchers

found that nearly 67 pet cent of the nursing staff

reported sone form of anxiety when carj.ng for AIDs

patients. Eighty per cent reported fear of acquiring

AIDS vrhil-e giving nursing care. Three per cent refused
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to care for AIDS patients. This study v¡as cond.ucted

before HIV had been identified as the causative agent in

AIDS.

Nurses' attitudes about caring for persons with ÀIDs

wère assessed by van Servellen, Lewis and lJeake (1988).

Three thousand questionnaires were randomly rnailed to

practicing nurses in california r+ith a response rate of

42.3 per cent. Although the rnajority had some form of

AIDS education, onJ-y l-2 per cent correctly identified

AIDS symptons. Most (68.7 per cent) identified high risk

groups correctly. The rnajority however, tended to

exagqerate the risk for low risk groups with only 11 per

cent correctty identifying low risk groups. Nineteen per

cent failed to identify appropriate isolation

precautions, half of these \,rere overcautious errors.

Nurses who were more comfortabte with AIDS patients and

had greater experience were less likely to be

overcautious. Those with greater knowledge' however,

were not necessarily more co¡nfortable. Tvtenty four per

cent bel-ieved they were at moderate or high risk of

contracting ÀIDS because of occupational exposure.

Andre (1988) divided AIDS attitude responses into

four sets; fear, anger, anxiety and other. Forty-two
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nurses registered in an AIDS inservice vrere surveyed.

Fear of contagion, although not defined, was expressed

by 67 per cent of the nurses. Ninety-two per cent stated

cardiopulrnonary resuscitation (cPR) would be delayed or

not performed at all- on people with AIDS (PWAS). Fear

was cited as the sole reason for the delay.

Blumenfield and colleagues (1987) surveyed nurses

of a large New York hospital to deter¡nine their attitudes

concerning caring for Pl^¡As. An anon!¡mous ten question

survey was distributed with an initial response rate of

33 per cent, Sixty per cent v,'ere more afraid of caring

for PWAS than for persons with hepatitis B. over 80 per

cent would hesitate to do nouth to mouth resuscitation

on PwAs .

AIDS and Homosexualitv

A nunber of studj-es about caring for patients v¡ith

AIDS have focused on nursesr responses to homosexuality.

In the earl-y years of the epidernic, rnale homosexuals were

identified as frequentty engaging in sexuaL behaviors

that increased their risk of acquiring HIV infection.

This combined with the pre-existinq social dislike of
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ho¡nosexual-ity resufted in rnany studies that exanined

nurses response to AIDS as a reflection of nurses I

response to homosexual patients. Although some

researchers have assurned that any study of nurses I

responses to AÏDS rnust exarnine their response to

honosexual-íty (Barrick, 1988 i Pleck, orDonnel-L,

OtDonnell-, & Snarey, 1988; Young, 1988i Young, Koch, &

Preston, 1989; Douglas, KaLnan' & Kalnanr 1985), others

have shown that honosexuaJ.ity and fear of AIDS are two

separate and unique attitudes underlying nurses responses

(scherer, Haughey, & wu, l-989; Bouton, Gallagher'

Garlinghouse, Leal, Rosenstein, & Young, 1987).

Bouton and associates (1987) developed a tooL for

measuring the fear of AIDS whích has a reliability of

.89 (cronbachts alpha) . Factor anafysis of the responses

identifj-ed four unique factors in a person's attitude

towards AIDS; Honophobia, Fear of contâct, Publ-ic Health

Factor and Personal Factor. They suggested that the Fear

of contact, Public Heal-th and Personaf factors describe

an individual's perceived susceptibility or risk of

acquiring ÀIDs.

Scherer, Haughey and Wu (1989) randornly surveyed

registered nurses fron New York state to determine
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nurses' knowledge and attitudes about caring for Pl^¡A.

The overall response rate vras 51 per cent (581- of 1139).

The questionnaj-re consisted of 4 scates that examined

attitudes toward homosexuality as separate from fear of

HIV infection. content validity was deterrníned by a

panel- of experts. HaLf of the respondents were fearful

of contracting HIV fro¡n working with PWA and were

concerned that they were putting their families at risk,

wíth older nurses being the most fearful. Younger nurses

supported the rights of PWA, yet tended to be nore

negative towards honosexuaLs. A1I nurses demonstrated

a hierarchy of concern for patients; they were more

concerned for those that got AIDS frorn a blood

transfusion than for those who acquired AIDS through

sexual activity. Ten per cent found caring for

homosexuals distasteful, although 87 per cent felt their

partners should be given courtesy and respect. The

questionnaire appeared biased in its atternpt to identify

nursest negative attitudes. For example, one question

asked if AIDS had increased negative feelings about

homosexuals, but no question addressed the possibility

of positive feelings.

A second survey by Haughey, Scherer and Wu (1990)
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eval-uated nurses knowfedge about AIDS transmission,

treatrnent and care. The researchers suggested that
nurses who had cared for P!{As \'rere significantLy nore

knowledgeable than those lrithout experience.

One hundred and thirty-four perinatal nurses in Ann

Arbor, Michigan were surveyed to deterrnine knowledge,

attitude and fears about ÀIDS (Prince, Beard, Ivey, &

Lester, 1989), Even though the epidenioJ.ogical risk of
perinatal nurses has been judged to be lov¿r 85 per cent

expressed moderate to high fear of AIDS. This r¡ras

explained by the infectious, incurabl"e and fataL nature

of AIDS and the high body fluid contact nurses have in
the perinatal setting. The nurses' greatest fear was not

knowing the HIv status especially in an emergency

situation.

Brennan (1988) reported on a survey of nurses

working in 18 different hospitals caring for AIDS

patients. The response rate appeared very smalI although

the number of non-respondents was not given, The study

suggested that the arvareness of the risks of caring for
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HIV infected patients has made nany nurses nore afraid,
especially of mistakes or errors occurring in ernergency

situations, Seventy-two per cent stâted that more

infornation concerning the relative risk of caring for
an AIDS patient was needed. Although not a thorough or

systenatic study, it does provide sorne insight into
perceived risks fro¡n the nurses point of view.

Link, Feingold, Charp, Freenan, and Shevlov (1988)

examined nedicaL and pediatric residentsr perception of
the risks of contracting HIV infection from the
workplace, The residents overestimated their risk of
contracting HIV infection when caríng for patients.
Grade, Barnoff Ficarrotto, Zeganr and Zeigler (1989)

assessed heaÌth care students (sanple size unknown) to
deterrnine their perception of personal and occupational

risk of HIV transnission. Itens on the questionnaire

were chosen for their connon occurrence in personal life
and professional practice. While so¡ne iterns involved
professional exposure to blood or body fluids, most iterns

described situations involving socía1 contact. The

majority of students overestinated their risk when

cornpared to the informed opinions of experts, Specific
items that increased perception of risk were visual signs
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of illness, known seropositivity and patient dernentia.

Linited knowledge of transnission factors correl-ated

positively r¿ith overestirnation of risk, as did attitudes
considered counter to optinal care. MuJ.tip1e regression

anaLysis demonstrated that negative attitudes were the

best predictor of overestimation of risk. These reports

are the only ones that have addressed some of the

specific perceptions of risk Hcws have about acquiring

HIV infection.

One study exa¡nined the concerns of nurses that have

had a self identified exposure to HIV infected blood or

other body fluíds (wiley, Heath, Acklin, Earl, & Barnard,

l-990), Of the 323 registêred nurses responding to a

questionnaire, 64 (20 per cent) reported HIV exposure.

This high number v¡as concerning to the researchers as

only 1-5 exposures had been reported to the occupational

health departrnent in the prior 3 years. The researcher

suspected that the participants nay have included

exposure to body fluids that are not considered HIV

infectious fluids by the CDC guidelines, For example,

they lnay have incLuded urine or stool as an HIV

infectious fluid. The nurses that reported êxposure

expressed greater concern about the risk of
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occupationaLLy acquired HIV infection than did those not

exposed (p < 0.001-) . Whil_e 80 per cent of the total
sample stated that thêy thought universal precautions

prevented exposure to HIV, 2O per cent stated that
universal precautions were not totally preventive and

that exposure could not al!¡ays be anticípated. The

percentages were similar when cornparing those exposed and

those not exposed. Researchers involved in a study that
identified the AIDS attitudes of nurses and other health

care workers have suggested that future efforts should

be directed tor^rards assessing specific fears and

professional behaviors rather than sirnply looking at
attitudes (Turner, Gauthier, Ellison, & creiner, 19gg).

One elenent of perceived risk is the trust that
nurses have in the inforrnation that they receive

concerning HlV. fn a study of 46L new nursing graduat.es

sponsored by the À¡nerican Association of Colleges of

Nursês, Cassells and Rednan (1989) f,ound that 28 per cent

had ¡ninimal or no trust in the availabfe HIV information.

fn addition, fewer than 40 per cent felt that the l-atest
j,nformation on the HIV epidernic vJas not avail-abl-e to them

in the work setting.
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canadian studies

It is inportant that Canadian studies on HIV

infection and its effect on Canadian nursing be

undertaken. The JuLy 3 | 1989 issue of Macl.',eanrs

published the results of a survey comparing the

difference bêtr^rêen Canadians and Americans.

Fundanental-1y, Canadians pride thernsel-ves on toLerance,

Arnericans on freedom and independence (Staff, l-989).

These difference nay well be reflected in the response

canadian nurses have to persons with AIDS or HIV

infection. In addition, the vast differences between

the profit oriented health care system in the United

States and the socialized health care systen in Canada

affects the sociaJ-, poJ-itical and financial response t.o

the epidernic and as a resuLt the role of nursing.

Onl-y, tlro canadian based studies have been published

in the nursing literature. The first by Bowd and Loos

(L987) examined the knowledge and attitudes of :-f4

students enrolled in the Bachelor of Science program at

an ontario university. The study is inadequately

described, especialty as the nain finding conpares the

knowledge of the student nurses with the knowledge of an
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unidentified group of student teachers. Further, there

is no discussion about the attitudinal section of the

questionnaire although attitudinal tabfes cornprise a

large portion of the report.

The second canadían study conpared the kno$/Iêdge

and perception of AIDS between 65 registered nurses

enrolled in a Bachelor of nursing program at the

University of Lethbridge and 7O nursing students

registered in generic programs across canada (Arnstrong-

Esther & Hewitt, 1989). One third of the total sarnpJ-e

erroneously believed that HIV was trans¡nitted by saliva
and unsanitary conditions. The generic students believed

they had access to a v¡ide rangê of ínformation, with

nelrtspapers and television playing an inportant role.
Hol^¡ever, they i,rere also nore likeIy to consider

overprotecting themselves through the superf J.uous use of
gloves than vJere the registered nurses. Eighty per cent

of the registered nurses and 69 per cent of the generic

students expressed concern about contracting AIDS from

the heaLth care setting.
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Evaluation of Risk

Numerous studies have shown that people (including

experts) have great difficulty in judging probabilities

and naking predictions in uncertain situations (Kahneman

& Tversky, 1984; Nisbett & Ross, 1980,' Slovic, Fischhoff,

& Liechtensteint 1977). Once experts were forced to go

beyond their area of expertise they !¡ere as prone as lay
people to misjudge the potential risk in a given

situation (Fischhoff, Slovic, & Liechtenstein, 1978).

Psychonetric scaling rnethods have been used to
identify attitudes concerning risk perception (Brown &

Green, 1980; Fischhoff, Slovic, Líechtenstein, Read, &

Conbs, 1-978; Johnson & Tversky, 1984 i Renn 1981; Slovic,

Fischhoff, & Liechtenstein, 7979, 1980) . Sl-ovíc,

Fischhoff, and Liechtenstein (L987) summarized the

resul-ts of these and other psychometric studies and have

identified three factors that influence a personr s

assessment of rj.sk: the degree to which the risk is

understood, the degree to which the rísk evokes a feeJ-ing

of dread, and the nu¡nber of people exposed to the risk.

It was found that these factors, especially the dread

factor, correÌated highly $rith a personrs perception of
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risk.

Sunmary

The risk of HMrans¡nission ín the patient care

environment is real v¡ith nore than 25 Hcws having

acquired HIV infectíon fron the workplace. Parenteral

exposure is the prínary node of transmission. In

response to this risk, nost hospitals across Canada have

introduced UP protocols. The effect of UP on the

relative risk of HIV acquisition is stiIl largely
uninvestigated although rnost advocates of UP protocol-s

irnply that it wí11 decrease both the actual and perceived

risk. In spite of this, prelirninary studies suggest that
Hcws do not regularly appl.y UP protocols even in high

risk situations.
Most nursing studies have attempted to exanine

nursesr attitudes and behavioural responses to caring

for HIV infected persons. Fear of providing care to HIV

infected patients is reported in a1¡nost all nursing

studies and is nost frequently docunented by describing

inappropriate application of UP protocols or refusal to

care for PWAS, The studies often ignore or dis¡niss the
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HCWsr Legiti¡nate risk of serious i1l-ness associated with
caring for an HIV infected patíent and attempt to futl-y
expl-ain the fear by discussing the hornophobíc responses

of Hcws.

A number of studies have ídentified specific nursÍng

actÌvities that rnay influence the perceptíon of risk.
The studies and anecdotaL reports described suggest that
nursing activities irnplicated in or perceived to increase

the risk of occupational acquired HIV infection are: re-
capping and not re-capping needles follor,ring an

injection, putting pressure on arteriaL line sites,
taking part in resuscitation efforts, venipuncture
procedures and providing basic hygienic care for a

patient. HovJever I no systenatic exarnination of nursesr

perception of risk associated with nursing activities
involving exposure to HIV infected bLood and body fluids
has yet been reported.

Psychometric scaling nethods have been used. to
exarnine perceptions of risk and r¿ould be appropriate

methodol-ogy to answer the research questions.



CHAPTER IV

METHODOLOGY

study Design

The survey nethodology chosen for thís descriptive
study is the method of paired cornparisons derived from

L. L. Thurstoners La$r of Comparative Judgement (Dunn-

Rankin, 1-983a). This is a r,¡etl recognized nethodol-ogy

for scaling a set of stinuli according to psychological

preferences.

sett ing

The setting for this study was Winnipeg, Manitoba.

The city has a very low incidence of HIV infection. The

actual nu¡nber of known HIV infected people in Manitoba

is thought to be Ìess than 400. Epidemiologists estirnate

that the nunber of HIv infected patients actually cared

for ín Manitoba hospitaJ.s is very 1ow.
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subj ects

Four groups of subject,s were approached to
participate ín this study,. rnedical- nurses, surgical
nurses, students ín the baccaLaureate program for
regístered nurses (BN/RNS) , and HIV experts.

Medical and Surgical Nurses

The nedical and surgical nurses for this study were

a convenience sample of all the nurses !¡orking fuIl-ti¡ne
or part-tine as bedside nurses on the rnedical and

surgical- wards of St. Boniface ceneral Hospital,

Winnipeg, The nunber of known HfV infected indivídual-s

adnitted to this hospitaÌ since l-985 is less than 50.

Registêred nurses providing direct patient care for more

than 15 hours per v¡eek v¡ere defined as bedsíde nurses.

The rationale for selection of bedside nurses was based

on the premise that nurses who regularly provide direct
patient care would be able to identify the activities

that increase their perception of risk of HTV infection.
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Procedure to recruit nurses

once ethicaJ- approval was received, perrnission to

approach the nurses was obtained following the access

protocoL of the nursing research department of st.

Boniface HospitaL (Appendix J) . After receiving access,

the investigator net v¿ith all the head nurses of the

medical- and surgical units to explain the study and

anslrer any questíons,

on a daily basÍs (Monday to Friday) , the

investigator went to selected vJards. There were 6

rnedical and 7 surgical- wards. Ttro to three wards were

visited each day. The ínvestigator introduced hersel-f

to the nurse in charge of the day and evening shifts and

requested permj-ssion to approach the nurses working that

shift. The charge nurse had the opportunity to request

that the investigator return to the ward at a rnore

convenient time. once pernission to recruit nurses on

a specific shift had been received, the investigator

introduced herself to the staff nurses at the shíft

change report and invited then to participate in the

study, Abstracts of the study were posted on the ward

bull-etin board and distríbuted to any nurse that wanted
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one (Appendix F) , written consent was obtained prior to

giving the questionnaire to participants (Appendix E) .

The investigator left the questionnaire with the

consenting individuals asking then to conplete it during

the shift. once the questíonnaire v/as conpleted the

nurses returned the questionnaire in a sealed envelope

to a nutuall-y agreed Iocation on the v¡ard. The

investigator collected the questionnaires fron these

l-ocations on a daí1y basis. ThÍs procedure was repeated

a ¡ninimum of four times per ward to ensure that all full-

and part, tirne nurses had an opportunity to take part in

the study.

Nurses in the Baccalaureate Proqran for Registered Nurses

Nurses registered in the Baccalaureate Progran for

Regístered Nurses at the University of Manitoba were aLso

enrolled in the study. In addition to their studies, aII

were actively practicing nursÍng, ful"l time or part tirne,

in one of the hospitals in Winnipeg or the surrounding

area. Because the BN/RNs were reguLarly providing direct

patient care, they were able to identify the activities

that they bel-ieved increased their risk of HIV infection.
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The infor¡nation suppJ-ied by this group was analyzed

separately from the hospital nurses as concerns about HfV

infected patients nay vary in different nursing
populations.

Procedure to Recruit BN/RNS

The BN/RNS were invited to participate in the study

at the end of a regular c].ass. Because of the need for
anonymity, students were not asked to sign a consent;

rather a letter on the front of the questionnaire

informed them that completion of the questionnaire

represented consent to participate. To ensure that the

BN/RNs \"¡ere not coerced to participate, the class

instructor was not involved in the recruitment of nurses.

Those wishing to participate handed in their
questionnaires at the end of the class. Neither the

class instructor nor the investigator were in the room

during the questionnaire collection so that those

choosing not to participate coul-d not be identified.
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HfV Experts

Thirty expert subjects were asked to participate.
Tv¡o criteria v¡ere used when deciding flexpertrt status.
The individual had to be either a recognized provider of
HIV cl-inicaf care in Canada (nurse or physician) or an

Infection Control Practitioner actívely involved in
instructing bedside nurses in the application of
universal precaution protocoJ.s. All potential
participants were approached by mail. This rnail-out
incl-uded a covering Letter (Appendix f), a copy of the

abstract (Appendix F), a copy of the questionnaire

(Appendix D), and a stamped, addressed envelope. As onl-y

one of the thirty people approached had not returned the
questj-onnaire at six weeks, no re¡ninder letters were sent

out .

Protection of the Riqhts of Hunan Subiects

Thj-s research proposal was revíewed by the Nursing

EthicaL Review Committee, School of Nursing, University
of Manitoba, winnipeg, Manitoba (.Appendix A). All
potential study subjects were provided with a verbaL

6t
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and/or $/ritten description of the study (Appendix F).

Subjects were inforned that they were under no obligation
to participate in the study and were free to v¡ithdraw at

any tine. If a subject chose to participate in the

study, he or she r,¡as askêd to sign the consent form

(Appendix E) and was given a copy of the study abstract.
AlI subjects vrere given the opportunity to request a

summary of the study results.
The participants \,¡ere asked to conplete a

quest.ionnaire (Appendix D). To assure anonyrnity, the

questionnaire had no personal identification information

of any kind. questionnaires and consent forns were

separated and stored in a locked cabinet. At no point
rdas an individual questionnaire isolated for analysis.

Perceived Risk of HIV Infection Questionnaire

(Appendix D)

The first part (I) of the questionnaire was to
determine the HIV educational and experiential background

of each participant, Two questions r¿¡ere incl-uded to
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determine the participantrs knowledge of the documented

epíderniological risk of acquiring HIV infection from a

needl-estick or fro¡n a nucus membrane exposure to HIV

infected blood or body fluids.

The second (II) and third (III) parts are based on

nine nursing activities that involve exposure to bl-ood

and body fluids (Appendix B). The nine activities chosen

had been identified in previous studies (crade, Barnof,

Ficarrotto, Zègan, & Zeigler, 1989, Blunenfield, S¡nith,

Ylilazzo, Seropian, & I,lornsêr, t987) or identified by

nurse educators as activities that increase bedside

nlrrses' perceptions of risk r"¡hiIe caring for HIV infected
patients. A panel of nursing experts reviewed the nine

activities to validate that they covered the spectrum of

bedside nurses' possible exposures to blood and body

fluids. The nursing experts consisted of a clinical

nurse specialist working with nedicaÌ nurses, senj-or

nurses actively practicing medical and surgical nurses

and Professors of Nursing involved r¡ith students on the

medical ând surgical r,¡ards at St. Boniface General-

Hospital, l,f innipeg.

Part IIA of the questionnaire elicited the frêquency

with \^rhich the participants had perforrned the nine
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nursíng activíties over the last year. Part IIB
documented how often the participants thought that gloves

should be worn $rhen perforrning the nine nursíng

activities.

In Part, III of the questionnaire, the nine nursing

activities $rere presented in unique pairs based on

Thurstoners Law of Comparative Judgênents (Edward, 1957;

Dunn-Rankin, l-983a). A total of 36 comparative

judgernents were presented. Rossrs method of optimal

orders (Ross, 1974) rvas used to deternine the order in
\^¡hich the paired iterns were presented to the experts and

the nurses. The dêvelopnent of the third section of the

questionnaire is detailed in Àppendíx C.

The questionnaires were color coded to indicate the

participants group3 b1ue, rnedicaL nurses; white, surgical
nurses; yelfow, BN/RNs; and green, experts. The

questionnaire took 1-5 minutes to conpLete.
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Ana lys is

Analysis of Part L IIÀ and IIB

An explanation of any discrepancy in the ranking of

activities bet!¡een the HIV experts and the medical,

surgical or BN/RN nurses was sought through exanination

of the educational and experiential data col-Ìected fron

Part I and IIA of the questionnaire. The infor¡nation

gathered fron Part IIB will hopefully form the basis for
ongoing research into the application of universal
precaution protocols in the workpJ.ace.

Part I of the questionnaire explored the

individualrs level- of concern about acquiring HIV fron

the workplace and the sources of HIV inforrnation most

frequently ernployed. Descriptive statistics and the

Mann-Ì,¡hitney U t$ro sanple test for non-parametric data

were used to identify any differênces in the four subject

groups. The relationship between the four study groupst

leveI of concern about acquiring HIV infection from the

workplace and the estí¡nation of the epiderniological risk
of acquiring HIV through a needlestick or mucus membrane

expose was deterrnined with KendalL's tau. Final1y. the
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correlation between each groupsr level of concern and

their use of educational- sources r¡/as explored again using

the Kendallrs tau test statistic,
Part IIA, the frequency of perforrning each of the

nine nursing activitÍesr was described using mean and

median descriptive statístics. Any identified
differences were tested for statistical signifícance

using the student t-test,
The differences betv¡een the groups in the

anticipated frequency of wearing gloves, Part 118, was

exarnined using Mann-Whitney U test statistic.

Thurstoners La$r of Conþarative ,fudgenents - Case V

The anaLytic methodology chosen to identify the

ranking of nursing activities relating to nursest

perceptions of risk of acquÍring HIV fron the v/orkplace

was case V of Thurstoners La$, of comparative Judgernent.

The paired comparison data was coÌlected in Part III of

the questionnaire $rhen the nine stimuli were judged in
every possible cornbination. The data was cornplied using
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in Edwards (7957) and Dunn-

Thurstone I s law of cornparative j ltllgeneqL

Thurstone (1974) postulated that given a set of I
stimuLi such as the nine nursing activitiesf each wil-1

possess in varying but unknovJn degrees sorne attribute,
for exarnple, a sense of riskiness. The onl-y restrictj-on

on stimul-i is that the subjects be abLe to rank one ite¡n

above the other according to sone attribute (Dunn-

Rankin, 1983a). He assumed that the n stírnu1i coul-d be

ordered along an unknor,rn psychological continuum with

respect to the identified attribute. The more any two

stimuli are separated on the continuurn the more

frequentl-y subjects wouLd identify one item as containing

more of the attribute under investigation. (Bock &

,Jones, 1968). In this study the attribute under

investigation $/as perceived riskiness. IÈ is important

to note that each of the stimuli may vary with respect

to more than one attribute and thus the stinutus order

within the contínuu¡n i¿i11 vary depending on the at.tribute
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being measured (Edwardst L957 ) .

It. is assuned that for each stirnul-us and amongst

aLl subjects, there is a nost frequentLy aroused

perception of rísk. Thurstone called this the modal

discri¡ninal- process. For each stimulus, the rrperception

of riskrr wiLL be normall-y dÍstributed around that
stirnul-irs most frequent or modaL response. For any

normaL distribution the tnean, rnedian and mode have

exactly the same va1ue. The identification of this
nean/nodal nu¡nerical value forns the scale of the

stimulus items.

The full rnathernatical equation used to express

Thurstoners Law is
gi -9¡ ='r, IT;W,

where s, and S, are the rnean responses to the stinuli,-)
2,, is the nornal deviate equivalent to an ernpirical-Iy

deter¡nined proportion, Þ¡¡r o is the standard deviation

around each stinuli and r is the correlation between

stinuli. This equation states that the nor¡nal deviate,

zij, is a function of the difference bet\^/een the nean

responses to the stinuli, the standard deviation around

the sti¡nuli and the correlation between the stinufi.

In this study of perceptions of rÍsk, there were
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nine nursing actívities or stimuLí. The deternination

of the scale values describing the ranking of the nine

stinuli required the application the Thurstoners Lav,/

equation for each of the possible pairs (36). Hovrever,

these 36 equations had 54 unknowns; nine scale values,

níne standard deviations and 36 inter-correlations .

Since it was possible to only have nine known values,

the z,,rs, the solution of the system of 36 equations was

inpossible (Edvrards, :-9571 ,

In order to approxinate the solution to this systen

of equations Case V nethodology was chosen in whích
¡-,/9,2+9¡2-2¡i¡9i9¡

is assu¡ned to be a constant and is made equal to 1. That

is, the case V approxirnation requires assurnptions of

equaJ. dispersion of reactions around each stimul-us and

uncorrelatedness between judgernents of the different
items (Dunn-Rankin, 1983a) . Based on these assurnptions,

Case V of the Law of Cornparative ,fudgenent then becomes

9¡ - S¡ = 2,,.

case V is the sinplest of the various cases Thurstone

and other researchers explored. It has been applied

successful-Ly to data collected from a nunber of subjects

to determine the ranking of independent stinuli on a
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psychological continuun (Bock & Jones, 1968).

The ScaLe Va1ue: Deternination of the Modal Discrininal
Proces s

The nurnerical vaLue of the nodal díscrininal- process

was deter¡nined by finding the mean of all the comparative

judgernents about a given stirnul-i.

First, the subjects ¡nade all possible cornparative

judgernents about the rrnrr sti¡nuLi. Fron this, an

enpiríca1 frequency t¡as counted corresponding to the

number of tines that each stirnuLus was judged riskier
than the other. For êxanp1e, the cornparative j udgernents

of al-1 the medical nurses between the sti¡nuti i (gi)
t'giving an intramuscular injection to a kno$rn HIV

Ínfected patientf and stimuli j (S¡) "taking part in a

ful-L code (CPR) on a known HIV infected patient"

identified the number of tines that each stirnul-us was

judged rnore risky than the other. Let

fi.¡ =i>j
where fij was the frequency of i being judged more risk
than j. This frequency was then expressed as a

proportion by dividing frequency by the total number of

70
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with N equaling the

P¡¡ = f¡¡lN
where pij was the proportion of tines that i vJas judged

riskier than j.
The proportion p,, was then expressed as a normaf

devíate zij by means of a nor¡nal deviate tab1e.

Schematic representation of the paired comparisons

The data coLlected fro¡n Part III of the

questionnaire was initially summarized to identj-fy the

frequency with which each nursing activity was percej-ved

to be more risky than each of the other nursing

activities. A series of frequency, proportion and normal

deviate matrices were then developed for each of the

subject groups under investigation, All subsequent data

nanipuJ.ation depended on this schernatic.

The fundanental appearance of al1 the rnatrices was

that of nine columns and nine rows. Each of the colunns

represented one of the nine nursing actívities used in
the paired cornparative judgenents as does each of the

rows (See figure 1). Each ceÌl entry corresponds to the
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number of tines that the column item was judged to be

riskier than the rov¡ item.

A series of three matrices, one for frequencies,

one for proportions and one for norrnal deviates v¡ere

required to determine the scaLe of perceived risk for
each nursing group. A1Ì matrices took the fornat of the

Matrix in Figure 3-1-. The experts required an additional-

matrix which $¡i11 be discussed later under the heading

Incomplete Data Matrix.

The ceLl-s on the diagronal of the rnatríx involve a

comparison of each stimulus iten with itself. By

convention, they $rere assuned to be equaf N/2, half the

total nurnber of subjects naking the judgernents. By

convention the diagonal of the frequency matrix is filIed
in with zeyos I and the díagonal of the proportion matrix

with 0.50. The nornal deviate corresponding to the

proportion 0.50 is 0.00 (Edwards, 1957).
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Figure 3-1

The Fundamental Matr¡x

CPR IV ART IM DRS EME SPT STL URN

EME

following code applies:
taking part in a full codo (CPR) on a known HIV ¡nfecled patient.

lV establish¡ng ân ¡ntravenous infusjon on a known HIV infected
patient.
putting pressure on an arterial l¡ne site on a known HIV infected
patient.
giv¡ng an intramuscular iniection to a known HIV ¡nfected
patient.
changing a dr€ssing for a known HIV infect€d pâtient where the
drainage has seeped thfough lhê gauze.

EME holding a kidney basin for a known HIV infectêd pat¡enl when
he/she is vomiting.

SPT assisting a known HIV infêcted patient in the production of a
sputum specimen.
bathing a known HIV infected pâtient who is incontin€nt of stool.
emptying a urinary catheter drainags bag for a known HIV
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complete data matríces: Medical, Surqj.cal- and BN/RN

Nurses

To determine the scaLe values of the nine stinuli,
the mean of the col-unn values of the nornal deviat,e

natrix were deter¡nined. Each scale value (coLunn nean)

r,ras the standard deviation fron the nean of all the scal-e

val-ues. Since the origin of the perceived risk
psychological continuum was arbitrary, the scale value

\,rith the lowest value was made the zeîo or origin value.

This allowed for comparison betr^reen scales. It is
important to note that the addition of ner", iterns to this
scaLe would not alter the values of the nine stirnutÍ
already in the scale (Bock & Jones, 1968).

IncompLete data inatrix: Exþerts

Edwards (1957) stated that most researchers, where

the nurnber of subjects in each group is Less than 2OO,

prefer to ignore cornparative judgernents vrhere pij is
greater than 0.98 and less than 0.02 because the extreme

values have been shos¡n to be less reliabl_e. When a
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proportionaL cell entry was near 1.00 it coul-d bê stated

with confidence that the coÌumn stimul-i (st) for this
particular judgenent was defínitely judged rnore risky
than the row stimuli (S,). However, the scale separation

betr¿een S, and S, for this entry can not be deternined
-l

because the z value corresponding to 1.00 pij was

indeterminate,

The proportíon ¡natrix for the Expert subject group

had a nurnber of cel-I entries that v¡ere greatêr than 0.98

and l-ess than 0.02. The extreme p values were ignored

when the z lnatrix was deveLoped. Thus, there werê

rnissíng cel-l- entries and an incomplete data ¡nethod for
determining the scale val-ues was used.

Initially, the frequency and proportion rnatrices

were deternined, si¡nilar to the complete data method.

Next, the proportion rnatrix r¿¡as rearranged so that the

su¡n of the colu¡nns was ordered from largest to the

smallest surn. A corresponding nornal deviate rnatrix was

developed, ignoring those cells v¡here the proportion was

greater than 0.98 and l-ess than 0.02.

Then, using the general forÍìuÌa
:c-q'?i 'li Yz :¿1

r,there the z cell- entries in the column on the left (22¡)
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were subtracted from the ceII entries in the coLunn on

the right lzr¡) , a matrix of coLunn differences was

deveLoped. This natrix $ras caLled the successive

difference matrix. The columns of the successi.ve

difference rnatrix were sunmed and the nean value of each

column determined.

Fina11y, the scale value of each stinulus was

determined. First, the proportion matrix was reviewed

and the stimul-us iten rvith the lowest coLunn sun $ras

identífied. The lowest rnean value fron the normal

deviate difference matrix became the scaLe value for this
stimulus item. For example, as URN had the lowest colunn

sum from the proportional natrixr the scafe value of URN

became the value of the lowest mean value fro¡n the normal

deviate difference ¡natrix. The renaining eight scaJ-e

values are deterrnined by curnulatj.vel-y adding the column

means of the nornal deviate difference rnatrix. The

stirnul-us relating to each scale value foll-owed the

reversê order of the proportion ¡natrix (fron smallest to
Largest column sun). (Äppendix M)

The incornptete data mêthod gives the scale values

in terms of the separations bet\,reen adjacent stimuli.
The ¡nethod usèd for compLete data gives the scale values
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expressed in terms of the stimulirs deviations fron the

mean of all the scale values. Edwards (l_957) stated that
the same relative scale would result if the complete data

matrices rvêre analyzed using the incomplete method.

Cornr:arison within scales

It rvas then necessary to determine if the position
on the scale of each of the nine scale val-ues was unique.

Using the proportion matrices, the difference
between each colunn iten and the coLumn item of the

stinul-us urine i¿as determined and placêd in ¡natrix
format, The urine stinuli was chosen as the focus

because it had the lowest scaLe val-ue for alL four
subj ect groups . The end result r¡/as an eight coJ-urnn, nine

row rnatrix entitled Scale Difference Matrix for each

group. Since the urine stirnulí subtracted frorn itseLf
\,¡ould of course be zero, there vJere only I colunns rather
than the usual- níne. (Appendix p) .

The colunns headings were altered to al1ow clarity
when discussing the results. For exanple, cpR becane

UCPR. The eight columns becarne the sample values used
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in the application of the student t-test to deterrnine if
the distance on the scaLe fron the URN val-ue to any other

stirnuLus scale value was significantly different fron the

distance fron URN to any of the neighbouring stirnulus

scal-e val-ues.

The nine nursing activíties v¡ere then segregated by

the significant findings into small-er clusters identifíed
as maxirnum perceived risk, noderate perceived risk, lower

perceived risk, and rninirnum perceived risk.

conparíson between scales

According to Edwards (1957) | if the data frorn the

complete rnatrices (BN/RNs, ¡nedicaL and surgical nurses)

I^¡here treated in the sane nanner as the inconplete data

rnatrix, the sane reLative scaLe as that derived fron the
[cornplete datarr analysis would resuÌt. Thus, the

position of the scale value for each nursing activity
can be cornpared betvJeen all groups.

The four scales were conpared to each other using

the Scale Difference ¡natrix described under Cornparison

Within scales. The student t-test was appJ-ied to

deter¡níne the probabiJ.ity of any differences.
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Internal Consistencv

Estimated Proport,ions: A Measure of the coodness of Fit

To deternine if the assunptions for Case V analysís

v¡ere met it r,¡as necessary to check the observed scal-e

val-ues for internaL consistency with estímated

proportions. MosteLLer (1951) proposed a chí-squire test
of the goodness of fit of the entire rnatrix of

proportions. The actuaL steps for the chi-square test

for internal consÍstency vrere described by cuil-ford

(1954). This test deterrnines how closely the ernpirical

proportions agree v¿ith those that were expected. If the

assumptj-ons of Case V werê met, than the discrepancies

between the empirical and expected could be attributed

to sanpling error.

First, a theroretical, Z' matrix was developed of

the theoreticat nor¡na1 deviates. The theoreticaL nor¡na1

deviates were identified using the enpirical nornal

deviate scal-e values and rnaking al-l- possible subtraction

of pairs. lt was onl"y necessary to construct half the

¡natrix (ignoring the diagonal cells) as the upper and
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lower halves were identicaL except for sign.

sêcond¡ from the zt matrix a corresponding P'

rnatrix was devel-oped using the same norrnal deviate tables

used in the development of the ernpirical nornal- deviate

matrix.

Next, both the empirical (pi.¡) and theoretical (P')

proportion matrices were transformed into theta natrices
(0 and 0t). Theta is the angLe v¡hose sine is /p. This
j-s done using arcsine tabLes.

FinalJ.y, the chi-square formula

x2=N/821{(e-er¡z
was appliedr where N is the number of subjects making

the judgernents. The interpretation of a chi square val-ue

is always dependent on the degrees of freedo¡n. In this
instance

df = (n - 1)(n - 2) / z

where n equaled the number of stínuli (9).

Internal Judqe consistencv (Circu1ar Triadsl

fnconsj-stences in an índividual subject's

cornparatj-ve judgernents nay have occurred through

disinterest, Iack of a distinguishable difference bêtween
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stinuli, or a generaL personality or ability trait
(Edwards, 1974i Dunn-Rankin, l-983b). This can effect the

assessment of the internal consistency of the

questionnaire.

For exanple, if a subject was presented v¡ith al-t

possíbIe paírs of any three stimuli; A, B, and C; it
would be expected that if A was judged to be riskier than

B and B riskier than C, then A would be judged riskier
than c, A circular triad occurs whenever A is judged

riskier than B; B riskier than c; and C riskier than A.

A
,\

tl
l'

s'------"c
Judge inconsistency was identified by computing the

nurnber of circular triads present in the results of each

subject. The student t test was then applied to

deter¡nine the overal,l consistency of the judges in each

group was sinilar.

The nu¡nber of circuLar tríads v¡as deterrnined by

looking at each subjectsr responses within the schenatics

of another matrix. Again the colurnns and rows are

Ídentified by the nine stimuli. Each ti¡ne a column

stinul-us is judged riskier than a row stimulus a rrlrr is
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entered into the natrix ceLÌ. When the row stinulus is
judged riskíer than the colurnn a rrorr is entered into the

cell. The nunber of circul-ar triads is then deterrnined

by

d = (r/72) (n) (n - 1) (2n - Ll - 7/2(a2

where D is the nunber of stimuli and a? is the squared

sum of al-] the colurnn stinuli. Dunn-Rankin (l-983b)

identified that for nine stinuli, the maximum number of

circular triads that can occur ís 30 or n3 - n /24, ivhere

4 equals the nu¡nber of sti¡nuIi.

The coefficient of consistence, zel-,a, is defined as

ze|-a = I - (24d,/n3 - n) when n is odd.

If a subject v¡as totally inconsistent, zeta woul-d equal

0; if he or she r,ras totally consistent then zeta r^rould

equal 1.

À('reemênt Betvreen Judcres: Hômocreneit'v ând Kendall t s

coefficient of Aqreement

Coonbs, Dawes and Tversky (1970) suggested that the

l-arger the scale range the nore homogeneity anongst the

judges concerning the attribute under study. The range
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of the group scales were conpared to identify the

existence of a difference in the homogeneity towards the

perception of risk of acquiring HIV infection from the

nine nursing activities.
Edwards (1974) suggested that even though individual

judges may demonstrate ferr circular triads (coefficient
of consístence near one) , thêy nay not agree arnongst

thernsel-ves. Dunn-Rankin (r.983b) descrlbed a st,atistic,

l¡, the coefficient of agreement, developed by Kendall in
1948. This statístic provided a means of determining the

degree of agreernent between judges. This was applied to
the judgernents of all four subject groups,

First T rnust be defined.

r = ((f,.¡t - .(r,,) + (nc2) (ncz)

where {f ,.,2= the sum of the squared fij entries beÌow

the diaqonal of the frequency matrix

m = the nunber of subjects

{fii = the sun of the f,j entries beLow the

d iagona 1

mC- = the nurnber of cornbinations of m

judges taken 2 at a time or n(m -
r) /2

= the nunber of co¡nbinations of nnC-
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sti¡nuli taken 2 at a time or n(n -
1) /2

Kenda1Irs coefficient of agreenent can thên be

defined as

rr _ (2r/ (ncr) (nc2) ) _ 1

ff u takes any positive value whatsoever there is

a certain amount of agreement anong the judges; maxirnun

u is 1, ¡nini¡nu¡n u is -i-.

The chi-square test for the coefficient of agreernent

x2 = (4/m - 2)(r - (r/z (mcz) (ncz) (m - 3) /(n - z)).
The degrees of freedo¡n are

¿¡ = (nc2) (m(n - r) /6 - z)2).

suruIlary

This chapter has outlined the nethods used in

conducting a study into bedside nurses' perceptÍons of

risk of acquiring HIV infection fron the workplace. The

study design was basedo,r^Thurstone t s Law of comparative

Judgenent. The Case V Methodology of Thurstoners Law of

Conparative Judgenent for¡ned the basis of the analysis.
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RESULTS

The results of this descriptive study are presented

in a manner that is intended to íllustrate the analytic
process used by the researcher to interpret the data.

In addition, this description wilt aid in decisíons about

future directions for development of a research program.

First, the characteristics of the four subject

groups are described in terrns of their similarities and

differences. Next, the four scales of the nine nursing

activities are presented as they v¡ere derived fro¡n the

statistícal- ¡nanipulation of the natrices. Third, the

within and between scaLe differences for all four groups

are characterized v¡ith ernphasis on sirnilarities and

differences. Fina1ly, the tests for internaL consistency

are presented.

Overal-1, the resul-ts of this study suggest that.

bedside nurses can rank order nursing activities

accordj-ng to the perceived risk of HIV infection r^/hen

caring for HIV infected patients. In addition, bedside

nursesr perceived risk of HIV infection from the

workplace is sígnificantl-y different frorn HIV experts.
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SanpLe characteristics

Sanþle size

Three groups of nurses vrere approached in the spring

of 1990, to participate in this study; nedical nurses and

surgical nurses from St. Boniface General Hospital,

tfinnípeg; and students in the baccalaureatê program for

registered nurses at the University of Manitoba,

winnipeg. Tv¡o hundred and sixty-two nurses volunteered

to take part in the study. However' it v¡as necessary to

exclude fro¡n the scale analysis any of the respondents

who failed to compl-ete aLl 36 comparative judgenents

found in Part III of the questionnaire (see Table 4-1).

one hundred and ninety-seven nurses (80?) fro¡n the

rnedical and surgical nursing staff at St. Boniface

General Hospital elected to participate in the sÈudy over

the six week data col-Ìection period in February and

March, 1990, with 168 (68.3 per cent of all the ¡nedical

and surgical nurses) returning questionnaires. Twenty-

three of the 29 questionnaires not returned were given

out on a Friday but not colLected until- the following
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Monday. The investigator believes that the length of

tine betv¡een distribution and collection allowed

questionnaires to be nisplaced or forgotten. Ho!¡ever,

this belief cannot be substantiated. After checking the

168 returned questionnaires for cornpletion of Part III'

L54 (62.62) questionnaires were retained for scale

analysis. of the 14 questionnaires that v¡ere discarded

because of incompletenessr 9 stated somewhere on the

questionnaire that they did not believe there was a true

choice between some of the paired nursing activities.

Eighty-four students in the baccalaureate program

for registered nurses volunteered to take part in the

study. Eighty of these indicated that they were

actively practicing at the bedside. Seventy-seven handêd

in cornpJ.eted questionnaires. BN/RN nurses that were also

working at St. Boniface ceneral- Hospital on one of the

13 \.¡ards involved in the study were asked to participate

in the rnedical or surgical nursesr groups rather than the

BN/RN group.

No attempt vras made to deternine if the non-

participants systenatically differed fro¡n the

participants. It night be hypothesized that the non-

respondents from St, Boniface GeneraL Hospital may not
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have been working on the units during the four to fíve

days the investigator was present and recruiting. They

may al-so have felt their r¿ork day was too busy to try
and complete the l-5 rninute questionnaire. The 4 BN/RN

non-respondents may have already completed a

questionnaire at their pl-ace of work or they nay not have

beên ín attendance in the three classes which the

investigator attended to recruit participants. Others

may not have been interested in exploring the effects of

the HIV epidenic on theír nursing practice,

The expert group consisted of thirty nurses and

physicians either clinically involved with HIv patients

or actively involved in teaching bedside nurses about

HIV or unj.versal precaution protocols. Twenty eight

experts returned conpleted questionnaires. one of the

non-respondents returned the questionnaire with a conment

expJ-aining that he was not actively involved ín HIV care

or HIV education at thís tirne and thus did not feel
qualified to act as an expert in a study of this nature.

The characteristics of the other non-respondent vrere

unknoivn.

88
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Experience carinq for HIv Infected Patients

The rnajority of individuafs in all- four groups had

some experience caring for HIV infected patients.

However, 35 (45.5U ) of the BN/RN's, 37 (47,42) of the

surgical nurses and 18 (22.82) of the nedical nurses had

not cared for any known HIV infected patient.

Unexpectedly, three of the expert group had not cared

for any HIV patients (see Table 4-2). Although it can

not be proven, it is assurned that these three experts

were infection control- practitioners t¡hose HIV expertise

was derived from their focus on teaching HIv and

universaL precaution protocols to nursing staff.

As was expected, the experts had cared for

significantly nore HIv infected patients than had any of

the three nursing groups. sixty-one (77.42) of the

rnedical nurses cared for nore than four HTV infected

patients, v¡ith nine Gr.4Z) having cared for ten or more

HIv infected persons, while 42 (54,8?) of the BN/RN

nurses and 41 (52.62) of the surgical nurses had cared

for nore than four patients, only seven students and one

surgical- nurse had cared for nore than ten HIV patients.

Medical nurses had emptied significantLy nore

89
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Table 4-1

Numb€r ot Subjacts Panlclpating ln the Study

Table 4-2

Numb€r of HIV Pati€nts Car€d For in the Past 12 Months

ol

Nursos | 86 (64.0%)

Quostlonnalr€s

n (67,5cb1

77 (68.ss6)

8o(65.t7.\

26 (87.7v0)

> 1shr / wk

T7

77

77

rìla

Nursos | 82 (73,295)

Nurs€s lgl (roo*)

28 (93.3S6)

SROUP Nono 1-4 10 +5-0

M€dlcål Nurs€s

Surgical Nurs€s

BN/RN Nursos

Exp€rts

18 (22.8sb) 41 (5r.9s6) 11 (13.S96) I (11.4sb)

s7 (47.4s61 3s (44.996) 5 (6.4s6) 1 (1.3%)

35 (15.ss6) 31 (40.3s6) 4 (5.496) 7 (9.1%)

3 (10.78D) 3 (1 0.796) 1 (3.€%) 21 C/5.0%)
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urinary cathetèr bags (p < O.O1) and bathed more HIV

infected incontinent pat.ients than had the experts,

BN/RNS or surgical nurses (p < o.o1). (see Table 4-3).
The experts on the other hand had taken part in more

cardio-pul-nonary resuscitation efforts (codes) and had

held rnore arterial line sites than had any of the nurses.

Both the experts and the ¡nedical nurses had pêrformed the

other five nursing activities significantly more often
than had the surgicat or student nurses (p < .01)

Concern Àbout Acquirínq HIV Infection

When conpared to any of the three nursing groups,

the experts were significantly less concerned about

acquirÌng HIV infection fron the $/ork place (p < o.ooo1)

(Table 4-4). Hov/ever, there \,rere no significant
differences betr.¡een any of the groups v¿hen asked how

often they thought about their risk of acquiring HIV

infectíon fron the v/orkplace.
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Table 4-3

Fr€quency of Performing Nursing Activiti€s

Nursing
Act¡v¡lies

Mean Numbsr of Timês Nursing Activity Perlormed

Mod¡cal Surgical
Nurses Nurses

BN/RN
Nurses

Exp€rts

CPR
ART
IV

EME
DRS
IM

STL
URN

SPT

0.080
0.480
2.09'
2,03'
1 .75',
2.30'.
2.63+
4.1' +

1,45-

0.1 16

0.1 ô8
0.844
0.766
0.580
0.494
0.740
1.370
0.420

0.0s
0.2s
0.62
0.47
0.47
0.45
0.36
0.74
0.14

0.75^
3.14^
2.71'
2.0s'
2.43'
3.68"
0.390
0.640
1.21'

>2.7 p<.01 ,

' Medical Nurses or Expsrts > BN/RNS & Surgical Nurses
^ expens > Medical, Surgical & BN/RN Nurses
+ Medical Nurses > Experts

]PR

\RT

M

)RS

:ME

JPT

JTL
JRN

taking part in a full code (CPR) on a known HIV infected patient.

establishing an intfavenous infusìon on a known Hlv ¡nfecled
patient,
puning pressure on an arterial line site on a known HIV inf€cled
patient.
g¡ving an intramuscular ¡nieciion to a known HIV infected
patient,
changing a dressing for a known HIV infect€d patisnt wh€ro ths
dra¡nage has seep€d through lhe gauzê,

holding a kidney basin for a known Hlv lnfêcted patient when
he/she is vomiting,
assisting a known HIV infecled patiant ln thê production of a
spulum specimen.
bath¡ng a known HIV infsctsd pati€nt who is incontin€nt of stool.
empty¡ng a urinary cathetêr dra¡nage bag tor a known HIV infected
oetiênt.
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Sources of HIV Infornation

The subjects $rere asked to identify the frequency

with r¿hich thêy had usêd a number of common sources of
HIV informat.ion v¡ithin the last year (Tabte 4-5).
Ninety-five per cent (254) of all the subjects had used

more than two sources of infornation in the past year.

MedicaL nurses attended significantly more hospital
inservices than had their surgicaL counterparts (p <

0.01). fn comparison, the BN/RN nurses attended nore

educational prograns outside of work, some presumabl-y

associated with their present studies (p < O.O1).

Although not statistically significant, surgical nurses

used newspapers, lay magazines, and television as

frequently as BN/RN nurses and nore frequently than

rnedical- nurses as a source of HIV information. SurgicaL

nurses aLso took advantage of professional HIV

infor¡nation in the for¡n of workshops, ínservices and

professional journals significantfy less frequently than

did the other nurses.

Experts attended educationaL programs both in and

out of work sígnificantly more frequently \,/hen compared

to the total sanple of nurses as v¡eIl as when compared

93
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Tablo 4-4

Level of Concern

Table 4-5

Number of lndiv¡duals Frequently Using Sources of HIV lnformation

Sroup
No to Mild Moderats to Very
Concêfn conc6rnêd

Vsdical Nurses

3urgical Nurses

3N/RN Nursos

:xp€rts

33 (37.896) a6 (58.2v0)

37 (47.5Vi) 41 (52.50/o)

34 (44.2V0) 43 (55.80/o)

26 (96.3%) 1 (3.7vol'

' p < 0.0001
z = 4.55, 4.35, 4.5 resooct¡velv Íor Msdical. Suroical & BN/RN Nurses

¡ROU P Medicâl Surgical BN/RN Exp€rts
Nufses Nurses Nurses

Lay Mâgazines

Nêwspapers

Profêssional Journals (1 ,2)

Friends & Colleaguss

Tslov¡s¡on

Educalion Outside Work (1 ,2)

Education During Work
( 2,3,4)

10 (12.8o/o) 14 (17,9o/o'¡

21 (26.60/o) 27 (34.6o/o)

23 (29.1vo) 21 (26.6o/ol

24 (3O.4Vo) 24 (30.8o/o)

21 (25.6qÐ 27 (34.7o/o)

3 (3.900/o) 5 (6.60/o)

18 (23.00/o) 4 (5.0V0)

15 (19.50/o) 4 (14.30/o\

29 (37.7o/o) 6 (21 .40/ol

38 (49.40/o) 26 (92.8o/o)

20 (24.7o/o) 22 (78.6Vo1

22 (28.60/o1 3 (10.7o/o)

13 (16.90/o) 10 (35.00/0)

10 (13.00/o) 1I (39.30/o)

i¡gnif icant ditf erenc€s betw€ân:
1) BN/RNS> Med, Surg Nurses
2) Nursss < Experts
3) surgical Nurses< AIl others
4) Medical ,ì2 - Suroical Nurses

chi square S¡gnif icance
>9.02 p<0.01
>27.66 p<0.004
>10.30 p<0.0001
>8.94 o= 0.003
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to the nedical or BN/RN nurses (p < O,Ol_) . Experts

sought out friends, coJ.leagues and professional journals

on a significantly rnore frequent basis than did any of
the nurses (p < 0.004).

Surprisingly, there Írere no significant correl-atíons

between the l-evel of concern about HIV in the workplace

and the frequency of usê of any of the listed sources of
HIV information.

Knowl-edqe: Epiderniolooica I Ri sk ôf HT\/ T¡f a¡¡Ì ì nn

Two knowledge questions !¿ere asked in part I of the
questionnaire. ALI groups were asked. to ídentify the
risk of becorning HfV infected after a needlestick or
mucus membrane exposure to HIV infected blood or body

fluids. The literature states that the epidemiological
risk of acquiring HIV infection after a needtestick is
Less than one per cent and after a nucus membrane

exposure, Less than one half per cent.

As expected 27 (96.4?) experts stated that the risk
of exposure after a needlestick v¡as less than one per

cent. Howêver, only i_3 (76.42) medical and 12 (L5.62)

surgical nurses correctly identified the epidemiological
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The BN/RN nurses had significantly more

individua1sansweringthisquestioncorrect].y(p<

0.00001). ConverseLy, 34 (43.O2) rnedical nurses, 42

(54.6e") surgical nurses and 22 (28.6e"1 BN/RNr s estimated

the risk to be ovêr 25 per cent (see Tabfe 4-6).

The relationship between the estimation of risk and

the l-evel of concern about acqui.ring HIv infection frorn

the workplace rvas examined using Kendal-l's tau. No

signi-ficant correlations l¡/ere identified. In addition,

there was no significant correlation between the

estinated needLestick or nucus membrane risk and the

source of HIV information frequently used.

Si¡nil-ar resul-ts occurred l,Jhen the participants were

asked to estinate the risk of HIV infection following a

mucus menbrane exposure (see Table 4-7). Atl of the

experts esti¡nated the risk to be less than one per cent

while only 29 (36.1å) of the ¡nedical nurses and 22

(28.62) of the surgical nursês answered l-ess than one per

cent (p < o.oooooo5). The BN/RN' s had significantly rnore

individuals | 43 (55.9å) , choosing the answer of less than

one per cent documented in the HIV literature (p <

o . 007 ) .
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Table 4-6

Hisk of HIV infection following a needlest¡ck

Tablø 4-7

Risk ot HIV ¡nfection following a mucus membrane exposure

Estimated Risk Medical Surgical BN/RN Exp€rts
Nurses Nurses Nurses

Less than 1olo (1 ,3)

From 2 to 5Yo

From 6 to 25qo

From 26 to 50Vo (2)

Over 50Eo (2)

1 3 (16,4%) 1 2 (1 s.6Vo) 37 (48.10/o) 27 (96.avo)

12(15.2o/o) 9(11.7y0) 15(19.50/o) 1 (3.690)

18 (25.390) 14 (18.2V0) 3 (3.9q0) 0

11 (13.9v0) 10 (13.0q0) 6 (7.8vo) 0

23 (29.1V0) 32 (41.6V01 16 (20.8vo1 0

Significant d¡tference betwe€n: chi square Significance
(1) ¡*p".t" >Each Nurse cr.ouP 27,4 p<0.00001
(2) t4ed, surs Nurses>BN/RNS 6.77 p<0,04
(3)rxperts & BN/RN )other Nurses 78.3 p<0.0000005

:st¡mated Risk Medical Surgical BN/RN Exp€rts
Nufses Nurses Nufses

-ess than 1l2o/o (1 ,3)

=tom 112 to 1o/o

:rom 2 to 5olo

:rom 6 lo 25qo

:rom 26 to 500/o (2)

)ver 500/0 (2)

12 (15.2Vo1 13 (16.990) 26 (33.80/o) 25 (89.390)

17 (21.5qq I (11 .7%) 17 (22.10/6) 3 (10.7vo)

11 (13.9v0) 10 (13.090) 17 (22.1Eo1 0

13 (15.2V0) 13 (16.9V0) 6 (7.80V0) 0

12(15.2Vo) 17 (22.1vo) 8 (10.490) 0

15 (19.00/o) 15 (19.0ry0) 3 (3.90q0) 0

S¡gnif ¡cant ditterence between:

l1) BN/RNs >other Nurses

:2) BN/RNs éothsr Nurses

:3) Nurses <. Exp€rls

chi square S¡gnif icanc€
9,84 p = 0.007
14.2 p = 0.0008
63.8 p < 0.0000005
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choice to l,tear cloves

Figures 4-1 to 4-9 show the frequency with which

the participants rvouLd choose to \dear gloves when

perforrning the nine nursing activities. The nursing

groups were remarkably simiJ-ar in their esti¡nation of

when they vtould or woul-d not wear gloves. Except for one

instance where surgical nurses would choose not to wear

gloves when obtaining a sputum specirnen, the vast

majority of nurses would usually or always $¿ear gloves

when performing any of the nine nursing actívities.
In sharp contrast, the najority of experts would

never or seLdon choose to wear gloves to obtain a sputurn

specirnen (85.72) , give an intrarnuscular inj ection
(77,42), or enpty a urinary catheter bag (64.3å). The

experts appear to be ¡nore divided on v¡hen to wear gfovês

when establ-ishing an intravenous infusion or when contact

with stool, ernesis, or drainage fron a dressing is
expected. Although not as uni.f ied as the nurses, the

najority of experts wouLd choose to wear gloves when

taking part j.n cardio-pulmonary resuscitation (A2.L>") or

when putting pressure on an arteriaÌ line site of an HIV

infected patient (82 . tZ) ,

98
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The Scales

The frequency, proportíon and nornal deviate

matrices for each of the nursing groups can be seen in

Appendix L. The l-ast ro\,¡ on each of the normal devíate

rnatrices, identified as mean, contains the rel-ative scale

values for each of the nine nursing activities. As the

zero val-ue of aLl- Thurstone scales was arbitrary, the

column rnean with the srnallest value, URN, was then made

equal to zeto and the rest of the scale adjusted

accordingJ.y. The final scale values for èach of the

nursing groups is found in Table 4-8.

The developrnent of the expert scale required

additional steps because a nunber of the data cell

entries in the expert proporti-onal rnatrix were greater

than 0.98 or less than 0.02. Appendix M shows the

frequency, proportion, nornal- deviate, and successive

difference rnatrix necessary for the development of the

expert scale, The final manipuÌatj.on to create the

expert scale fron the mean vafues can be found on the

last line of the successive differences matrix (Appendix

N). As the Urine item has the lo\,¡est scal-e value, it is
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assigned the arbitrary zero value, and. 2.gg4 (scal_e value
for Experts Urine itern) is subtracted from each value to
for¡n the zero based scaLe. The finaL scale values for
the experts perception of the risk of acquiring HIV

infection fron the workplace can be seen on Tabl_e 4-8.

TabLe 4-9 shows the rank ordering of the nine
nursing activities based on the scale values. The

ordering by all three groups of nurses r,ras remarkabl-y

sinilar. Only two discrepancies were evident, taking
part in a code and putting pressure on an arteriaL l-ine
site were inverted on the medicaL nurse scale and stool
and sputurn were inverted on the BN/RN nurses sca1e.

All four groups judged taking part in a code,

establ-ishing an intravenous and putting pressure on an

arterial- line site as involving the greatest risk.
Ho$/ever, the rank order varied. The experts believed that
taking part in a code involved the greatest risk,
folLowed by establishing an intravenous and putting
pressure on an arterial line site. All- three nursing
groups felt that estabLishing an intravenous involved
the greatest risk. The fourth and fifth items, changing

a dressing and giving an intramuscutar injection, were

inverted on the experts scale compared to the choice of
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alI three nursing groups. The renaíning four ite¡us

enesis, stool, sputum and urÍne were sirnilar across the

four scales.

Figures 4-10 shor.rs the four scaleÉ in graphic forro.

Figure 4 -10
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Tabte 4-B

Scales representing the Perceived R¡sk ot Acquiring HtV

ìroup Scale Values

URNEMEART]PFI IM DRS SPT STL

[,tedicål Nurses

3urgical Nurs€s

lN/RN Nurses

:xpsns

1.27 1 .47 1.21 0.6s 0.91 0.38 0.13 0.17 0.0

1 .23 1 .87 1 .38 0.92 1.07 0.24 0.06 0.09 o.o

1.35 1 .46 1.36 0.61 1 .05 0.30 0.20 o.o9 o.o

2.89 2,57 2.36 2.11 1.75 0.51 0.35 0.37 o.O

taking part in a full code (CPR) on a known HtV infected patient.
establ¡shing an ¡ntravenous infusion on a known HIV ¡nfected
patient.
putting pressure on an ârterial line site on a known HIV infected
patient.
giving an intramuscular injection to a known HIV infected
patient.
changing a dressing for a known HIV infected patient where the
drainage has seeped through the gauze.
holding a kidney basin for a known HIV ¡nfected patient when
he/she is vomiting.
assisting a known HIV infected patient in the product¡on of a
sputum specimen.
bathing a known HIV infected pat¡ent who is ¡ncontinent of stool.
emptying a urinary câtheter drainage bag for a known HIV ¡nfected
patient,

CPR
IV

ART

IM

DRS

EME

SPT

STL
URN
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Table 4-9

Rank Order of the Nine Nursing Activ¡ties
from Maximum to Miniumum Perceived Risk

Sroups Nursing Activ¡tios

Medical Nurs€s

Surgical Nurses

BN/RN Nurses

Experts

IV CPR

IV ART

DRS IM EME STL SPT

CPR DRS IM EME STL SPT

IV ART CPR DRS IM EME SPT STL

CPR IV ART IM DRS EME STL SPT

ART URN

URN

URN

URN

taking part in a full code (CPR) on a known HtV intected patient.
€stablishing an intfavênous infusion on a known HIV infectêd
patient.
putting pressure on an arterial line site on a known HIV infected
patient.
giving an intramusculâr ¡nject¡on to a known HIV infocted
pâtient.
changing a dressing for a known HIV infected pat¡ent wher€ the
drainago has seeped through the gauze.
holding a kidney basin for a known HIV infected palient when
he/she is vomiting,
assisting a known HIV infected patient in the product¡on of a
sputum specimen.
bathing a known HIV ¡nfected patiênt who is ¡nconlinent of stool.
emptying a urinary catheter drainage bâg for a known HIV infected
patient.

CPR
tv

ART

IM

DRS

EME

SPT

STL
URN
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Wíthin Scale Differences

The significance of the ranking order of the nursing

activities rnust be viewed in ter¡ns of the unique and

statistically significant positioning of the items ¡¡¡ithin

the scale. As a result, it was necessary to determine

if the rank ordering and scal-e values v¡ithin each scal-e

were uniquely different from each other.

appendix P shov, the Scale Difference Matrices for
each group. The student t-test was appJ-ied to deterrnine

if the distance on the scale fro¡n urine (IIRN) to any

specifíc scaLe value was significantly different than the

distance fro¡n urine (IIRN) to any of the neighbouring

scale values. This was used to deterrnine if the scale

val-ues were significantly different and unique fro¡n the

surrounding values.

Medical Nurses

Taking p < .05 as the significant cut off value,

the scale positions for the nedical- nurses clustered

together in four distÍnct classes (See Tabl-e 4-10 and
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Figure 4-11).

1. The scal-e positions of CpR, IV and ÄRT were not

signif icantl-y different fron each other, whil-e al-1

three were different from the DRS position.
2. The DRS posítion v¡as not sígníficantly different

from the fM position. Both were significantly
different from the EME position.

3. The EME position was significantly different fron
the sPT and sTL positions.

4. SPT and STL positions were not significantly
different f ro¡n each other,

The resultant clusters for medical nurses are listed
on Table 4-14.

The cut off points betiveen the nine stirnuli were

also very distinct for the surgicaJ. nurses. Takinq p <

.05 as the significant cut off va1ue, the scale positions

for the surgical nurses clustered together in four
cl-assês (See Table 4-11 and Figure 4-L2).

1. The IV scaJ-e position was significantly different
fron any other.
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The ART and CPR positíons were not significantly

different frorn each other but were significantly

different from the DRS and IM positions.

The DRS and IM positions r¡¡ere not signifícantly

different each other and both were significantly

different from the EME, sTL, and SPT positions,

The EME, SPT, and STL positions \,¡ere not

significantly different from each other.

The resultant cl-usters for surgical nurses are

listed on Tabl-e 4-14.

BN/RN Nurses

The cut off points between the nine stj-muli were

distinct for the BN/RN nurses. Takingr p < .05 as the

significant cut off value, the scale positions for the

BN/RN nurses cLustered together in four classes (See

Table 4-1-2 and Figure 4-1-3).

1. The IV, CPR and ART scale positions were

significantJ-y different from the DRS position.

2. The DRS position was significantl-y different from

the IM position.
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The IM position was significantl-y different from

the EME, STL, and SPT positions.

The EME, sPT, and sTL positions were not

significantly different fro¡n each other.

The resultant cLusters for BN/RN nurses are Listed

in TabLe 4-14.

Experts

Unl-ike the nursing groups, the cut off points

between the nine stimuli were not distinct for the

experts. The perception of risk of the intrarnuscul-ar

injection iten $ras not signifícantly fron al-L the ite¡ns

frorn either above or below it on the scal-e. Taking p <

.05 as the significant cut off vaLue, the scale positions

for the experts cl-uster together in four cl-asses (see

Table 4-13 and Fígure 4-I4),

1-. The cPR and IV scale positions were not

significantly different fron each other.

2. The ART and IM positions v¡ere significantly

different fron the highest CPR position but IM

position v/as not dífferent from the fV and ART
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positions,

3, The IM position was also not significantly different

from the DRs position,

4, The IM and DRs positions were significantly

different fron the EME, SPT, and sTL., positions.

5. The EME, SPT, and STL positions were not

significantly different from each other.

The resultant cl-usters for Experts are listed in

Table 4-14.
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TABLE 4-10

Thê Probabil¡ty that Medical Nurses Scale Positions
are Uniquely diff€rent from the Surround¡ng Values

\,1u rsing
{ctivity

Scalo Ditferencss

CPR

lv

ART

IM

DRS

EME

SPT

UCPR UIV UART UIM UDRS UEME USPT USTL

.128 .686 .0005 ,01 <,0001 <.0001 <,0001
(1.60) (.411) (4,3s) (2.76) (7.ss) (10.1) (12.3)

.062 .0005 <,0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001
(2.01) (4.36) (s.8s) (e.41 ) (1 3.4) (12.21

.03 .001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001
(2.34) (3.s8) (7.03) (10.5) (9.4s)

.097 .053 .0004 .001
(1.76) (2.0e) (4.44) (3.88)

.0005 <.0001 <.0001
(4.33) (7.2s) (6.s)

.015 .054
(2.73) (2.08)

.580
(.s65)

'p valus out of brackats 'studênt t-tsst in brack€ts, 0
JCPR the ditf€rence between thê URN column and CPR column from z matrix,
JIV the diffêr€nc€ b€t$reen the URN column and lV column from z matrix.
JART the dltfer€nc€ betwêen the URN column and ART column from z matrix.
JIM th€ differ€nc€ between the URN column and lM column from z matrix.
JDRS tha differ€nce betwesn the URN oolumn and DRS column lrom z matrix.
JEME ths differ€nc€ betwsên the URN column and EME column from z matrix.
JSPT the d¡fferonc€ between the URN column and SPT column lrom z matrix.
JSTL th€ d¡tfor€nce bêtwêen the URN column and STL column from z matr¡x.
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Table 4-l 1

The Probability that Surgical Nurses' Scale Valuas
are Uniquely differ€nt from the Surrounding Values

,l ursing
\ct¡vity

Scal6 Differênces

CPR

ART

DRS

EME

SPT

tv

IM

USTLUORSUIMUARTUIV

.0005 .452 .04
(4.34) (.771) (2.1 s)

.004 .0001
(3,01) (5.38)

.018
(2.63)

UEME USPT

,531 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001
(.63s) (8.68) (s.81) (1f.6)

<.0008 <.0001 <,0001 <.0001
(4.14) (11.2) (12.3) (13.8)

.245
(1.211

<.0001 <.0001 <.0001
(8.38) (e.s8) (10.7)

.19 .0008 .0001 .<0001
(1.35) (4.r1) (s.41) (s.60)

<.0001 <.0001 <.0001
(6.0) (7,23) (7.72)

.062 .094
(2.01) (1 .78)

.52
(.6s6)

'p value out of brackets 'student t-test ¡n brackets l)
UCPR the difference between the URN column and CPR column from z matrix.
UIV the difference between the URN column and lV column from z mâtrix.
UART the ditference between the URN column and ART column from a malrix.
UIM the ditference betwêen the URN column and lM column from z malrix.
UDRS the difference between the URN column and DRS column lrom z matrix,
UEME thê difference between the URN column and EME column from z matrix.
USPT the difference between the URN column and SPT column lrom z matrix.
USTL the ditference between the URN column and STL column lrom z matrix.
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Tabto 4-12

Thê Probability that BN/RN Nurses Scale Positions

are Uniquely different from thê Surrounding Values

Nursing
Activitv

Scalê Values

CPR

IV

ART

IM

DRS

EME

SPT

UCPR UIV UART UIM UDRS UEME USPT USTL

.42 .97 .0002 .039 <.0001 <,0001 <.0001
(.8f 2) (.004) (4.84 (2.24) (7.73) (8.7n (9.94)

.453 <,0001 <.005 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001
(.76s) (5.8s) (3,27]- (e,1s) (10.4) (1 1 .4

.0002 .036 <.0001 <.0001 <,0001
(4.s1) (2.29) (7.78) (8.82) (e.e8)

.0084 <.05 .01 0018
(3.0) (2.07) (2.85) (3.73)

<.0001 <.0001 <.0001
(5.78) (6.82) (8.0)

.422 .09
(.823) (1.77)

.350
(.ss8)

'p value out of brackets 'student t test in brackets 0
JCPR the ditference between the URN column and CPR column from z matrix.
JIV the ditf€rence between the URN column and lV column from z matrix.
JART the ditference between the URN column and ART column from z matr¡x.
JIM the ditference between the URN column and lM column from z matr¡x.
JDR.S tho differencê betw€en the URN column and DRS column from z matrix,
JEME lhe difference between the URN column and EME column from z matrix.
JSPT lhe differencs between the URN column and SPT column from z matrix.
JSTL tho dlflerencs between the URN column and STL column from z matrix.
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Tabte 4-13

The Probability that Expert Scale posit¡ons

ar€ Un¡quely d¡fferent from the Surounding Values

Nursing
Activitv

Scale Values

tv

IM

ICPR

ART

DRS

EMË

SPT

UCPR UIV UART UIM UORS UEME USPT USTL

.351 .05 .016 .0009 <.0001 <.ooo1 <,0001
(.e61) (2.12) (2.69) (4.06) (9.4e) (9.43) (11.5)

.362 .124 .012 <.0001 <.ooo1 <.0001
(.93e) (1.62) (2.83) (7.33) (7.40) (8.s0)

.423 .054 <.0001 <.0001 <.ooo1
(.823) (2.07) (6.71) (6.80) (7.91)

.270 .0001 ,0001 <.000.1
(1.12) (s.10) (s.26) (s.89)

.001 .0008 .0003
(3.e0) (4.0e) (4.57)

.736 .739
(.344) (.338)

oÃÃ

(.006)

'p value out of bfackets 'student t test in brackets lì
UCPR the difference between the URN column and CpR column from z matrix.
UIV the d¡fference betwêen the URN column and lV column from z matrix.
UART the difference between lhe URN column and ART column lrom z matrix.
UIM the difference bgtwoen ths URN column and lM column from z malÍix.
UDRS the difference between the URN column and DRS column lrom z matrix.
UEME the difference betwsên the URN column and EME column from z matrix.
USPT tho differ€nce b€tween the URN cotumn and SpT column from z matrix.
USTL the dífference between ths URN column and STL column from z merr¡x_
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Figure 4-1-1-

Probability that Medical" Nurses scale Values

are Signíficantly Different

oooí 
- - 

. OooS-1IrlrT\,---CPR ÀRT DRS IM EME STL_ SPT- URN

I L."t-t I L.osrlt.o.rlt-. OOo5_'

Figure 4 -12

Probability that Surgical Nurses Scale Values

are Significantly Dífferent

f-,ooøt -1
-,oaa-11¡.aoo1 |TV ÀRT'-- cPR DRS IM EME -STL-SPT- URN

L.oo,,l L-.o.r 
-l
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Figure 4-1-3

Probabí1ity that BN/RN Nursesr Sca1e Values

are Significantly Different

f.ooJ- I

I t-'o3t ._l 
IIV-CPR-ART DRS IM EME- SPT -STI-.- IjRN

L.ør,J L.ro¡J L.osl

Figure 4 -L4

Probability that the Expertsr scale Values

are Significantly Different

olb'-----'-
r i- . ,,/ ' --rI I I /-- '1oo -rCPR _IV-ART-IM 

-DRS 
EME- SPT- STL- URN

L.r, lL .os, -lL.oo,J
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Table 4-14

Clustored Positlons of the Scale ltems

3roups Perc€ivsd
Maximum

Risk

Perceived
Modsrate

Risk

Perceived Percêived
Lower M¡nimum
Risk Rlsk

Medical Nurses
tv

CPR
ART

DRS
IM

EME STL
SPT
URN

Surgical Nurs€s
IV ART

CPR
DRS
IM

EME
STL
SPT
URN

BN/RN Nurses
IV

CPR
ART

DRS IM EME
SPT
STL
URN

Experls
CPR

IV
ART

('" ) DRS EME
SPT
STL
URN

CPR
tv

ART

IM

DRS

EME

SPT

STL
URN

taking part in a full code (CPR) on a known HIV infectêd patient.

establishing an intravenous infusion on a known Hlv infected
patient.
putting pressure on an artêrial line site on a known HIV inlected
pali€nt.
giving an intramuscular injection to a known HIV infectsd patient.

changing a dressing for a known HIV infected palient where the
drainage has s€eped through lhe gauze.

holding a k¡dnêy basin for a known HIV intected patient when
h6/she is vomiting.
assisting a known HIV infectsd patient in the product¡on ol a
sputum spêcimen.
bath¡ng a known HIV infectsd pat¡ent who is incontinent of stool.
empty¡ng a uf¡nary cathetef drainage bag for a known Hlv
infected oatient,
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The position of the scale values on the three

nursing scales were rernarkably similar. The nursing

scales did not differ significantly on the scale

positions of taking part in a code, the artería1 line
site, the intra¡nuscuLar injection, changing a dressing,

enesis, stooI, sputun or urine. The position of the

intravenous scale value dj-ffered significantly betr^/een

the surgical nurses (x = -1.84) and both the BN/RN (x =
'L.46 | t = 3.9, p = O.001-) and rnedical- nurses (x = -I.47 

,

t = 3.81, P = 0,052).

The positíon of four ite¡ns on the expert scal-e

differed fron all three nursing scales on four items

(cPR, IV, ART, and fM) (Appendix o). In additíon,

experts and the nedicaL nurses differed significantly on

the dressing scale position.

The ernesis, stool, and sputurn scale positions did

not differ significantly r,¡ith their respective

counterparts on any of the four scales.

The overaLL range of the scaLes differed Írith the

nedical and surgical- nursesr scales ranging to 1.46 and

1.47 respectively. The BN/RN nurses range s¡as 1.87 and
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the experts range vras 2.89 (Table 4-8), This suggested

that the experts had the greatest degree of honogeneity

in their attitudes toward the perception of risk of HIV

infectíon from thè nine nursing activities.
Another neasure of hornogeneity used r¡ras KendalL rs

coefficient of AgreeÌnent (Table 4-15). All groups

demonstrated a significant amount of agreenent between

judges. The cl-osêr the value rrUrr h'as to 1. 00 the cl-oser

the judges were to complete agreement about the choices

they nade when choosing bêtween the pairs. The

judgenents of the 26 experts v¡êre very sinilar throughout

36 paired comparísons. l,lhi1e the nurses did not display

the sarne strong sinilarity of choice, it nust be

remembered that if U takes on any positive value there

is a certain amount of agreement betv¡een the judges in

that group (see Appendix o for between scal-e differences

by scale iten).

Internal consistency

Estinated Proportions: A Measure of the Goodness of Fit

TabLe 4-16 shows the results of Mostel-l-errs test
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for Internaf consistency. Thê p values of less than

0.0L suggest that the scale is not internaLly consistent

for the medical nurses and the experts. The natrices

used to derive the chi square values were examined to see

if the reason for the lack of consistency night relate
to any one stirnuli or nursing activity. The intravenous

íten contributed to the largest. portion of the

discrepancies in both cases. If the item rrestablishing

an intravenousrr is removed, both the expert and the

¡nedícal scal,e are consistent ( p > 0.01). This suggests

that the data coll-ected fron the nedical nurses and

experts for the intravenous ite¡n were inconsistent with

the Case V methodology, either by unequal dispersion of

reactions around the intravenous stirnulus or a lack of

independence bet\^reen estabJ.ishing an intravenous and

another íte¡n (Dunn-Rankin, 1983a) . Because the

inconsj-stency involves only one iten the resultant scal-e

renains re1iable, however, conclusions about the

intravenous itern should be drawn with caution.

fnternal Judqe consistencv (circuLar Tríads)

Circular triads describe the internal consistency
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Table 4-15

Agreement bstwêen Judgss

Tabte 4-16

Mostellier's test fof lntefnal consistency

ìroups Chi Degrees Z Significance
Square of Score

Fr€6dom

M€dicsl Nurs€s

3urgicål Nursês

3N/RN Nursos

:xparts

0,272 S01 37 31 p < 0.001

0.363 1057 37 37 p< 0.001

0.303 890 37 34 p < 0,001

0.709 732 41 29 p < O.OO1

K€ndall's coeficient of âqr€ement

Sroups Chi Degrees Signif icance
Square of

Fre€dom

Medical Nurses

Surgical Nurses

BN/FN Nurses

Expbrts

Medical Nurses
(lV ¡tem removed)

Experts
(lV item removed)

54 28 p<0.01

36 28 p=0.25

39 28 p=0.15

67 28 p<0.01

p = 0.06

P = 0.052

¿o

26

38.4

42.9



M€an Number of Circular Trieds

Sroup Mean Number of Subjects
P€r with > 5

Group Triads

M€dical Nursos

Surgical Nursês

BN/RN Nursês

Experts

2.823 18 (23.4vo)

2.333 9 (11 .7Vol

2.281 14 (18.2o/o)

0.837 0
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of the individuaL judges. The maximum number circul-ar

triads for a set of nine stimuli is 30. Tabfe 4-17 shows

the average nunber of circuLar triads within each group.

Experts had signifícantly fewer circuLar triads than the

nursing groups (t=2.29-2.39, p<=.02), thus dernonstrating

more consistency in their individual judgements.

Sunmary

The characteristics of the nurses and experts

participating in this study v¡ere described using

parametric and non-parametric tests. The three nursing

groups were very sÍmilar,. the experts differed
significantly from the nurses on level- of concern,

knovrledge of the epideniological risk from needlestj-ck

and ¡nucus nembrane exposurer sources of HIV inforrnation,

and choices of v¡hen to v/ear gloves.

The paired conparison data set was analyzed using

case V Methodology of Thurstoners La$r of comparative

Judgement and found four scal-es ranking the nine nursing

actívities according to the perception of risk of HIV

infection, Resul-ts denonstrated that nursing activities
can be ranked in terms of a perception of rísk. The rank

order and the scale values of taking part in a code,
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establíshing an intravenous infusion, putting pressure

on an arterial- Line site, gíving an intramuscular

injection, changing a dressing, and holding a kidney

basin differed betr,¡een the experts and al-l- the nurses'

Within scale tests for ítem uniqueness demonstrated a

clustering of nursing activitíes so that four classes of

risk emerged3 naximum, moderate, lor'ter and ¡nini¡num

perceived risk. It is important to note however, that

the intranuscular injection ite¡n in the moderate class

of the expert group is not as distinct as all other

class if ications .

The final chapter of this thesis discusses the

differences betvJeen the scales ín the light of the

characteristics of the participants, the l-iterature, and

the Fear of Contagion conceptual framework.
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CHAPTER VI

DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATÏONS

This study has expanded nursing knowLedge about the

fear nurses have when caring for HIv infected patients'

It expl-ored nursesr perceptions of risk of acquiring HIv

infection fron specific nursing activities. The results

of this study suggest that the perception of risk of

acquiring HIV infection fron HIV infected patients is

hierarchical in relation to specific nursing activities

involving exposure to HIV infected bl-ood and body fluids.

This chapter wil-l- exanine the scale ranking and

clustering of nursing actívities and identify

inplications for adrninistrators, educators and

researchers concerníng the nursing care of HIv infected

patients.

Ranking the Níne Nursing Iterns

The nost irnportant findings of this study were the

four scales ranking the perception of risk of acquiring

HIv infection from nine nursing activities that involved

exposure to HIV infected bfood and body fluids. The

L2A
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scales provide insight into nursesr perceptions of the

relative risk of each of the nine nursing activities in
relation to each other, It is possibfe that there were

other nursing activities that nurses believed involved

a greater risk than those evaluated by this study. The

validity of the present scales would not be affected

however, as the scaJ-e posiLions of the iterns r¡roul-d not

change if another item was added, or if any were renoved.

Ts¡el-ve studies presented in the l-j-terature review

discussed nursesr fear of HIV infection in terrns of a

globa1 concept of 'rproviding nursing care to HIV

patientsrr, This all enconpassing classificatíon is far
too sirnple when exarnining nursesr fears within the HIV

epidernic. While a number of studies have exarnined the

fear from the perspective of homophobia or fro¡n the

perspective of the application of unj.versal precaution

protocols, no studies to date have examined nursesr fears

by breaking dov¡n the concept of "providing nursing care

to HIV patients" into specific activities. This study

demonstrated that nurses were able to rank nursing

activities that ínvolved exposure to HIV infected blood

and body fluids, in an hierarchical order.

The study al-so illustrated that nursesr responses

129
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to caring for HIV infected patients are not irrational-
and non-scientific. By breaking the fear of providing

care to HIV patients into fear associated with specific
nursing activities, the concerns of nurses were

delineated. Educators, adninistrators and researchers

can novr respond with specific, focused policies that
address those nursing activities that nurses have

identífied as increasing their risk, This type of

focused response will be nore effective in ensuring

quality care for HIv infected persons.

Exper ience

Striking differences were identified between the

expertsr scale and those of the three nursing groups.

The expertsr scale spanned a much largêr range than did

any of the nursesr scales. The greater range indicated

a nore homogenous set of responses, inp].ying, that as a

group, the experts v,'ere more confident of their choices

(Bock & Jones, 1968). Potentially, the experts had a

much firner grasp and a greater trust of and/or

familiarity with the epidenioJ.ogical- literature which

suggested that in the heaLth care setting blood v/as the
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only ídentified agent of transnission, especially when

associated with a needle stick or other percutaneous

exposure .

overall, the experts had cared for significantly
more HIv infected patients than had any of the nurses.

The literature suggested that health care workers that

had nore experience caring for people with AIDS or HIV

infection had less fear of acquiring HTv from the

workplace (Andre, L987), It would follov, then that those

wíth the rnost experience would have a honogenous set of

responses and thus a greater scale range about the

nursíng activities that increased the risk of HIv

exposure. While potentially explaining the expertsl

scale ranger the relationship between scale range and

experience did not follow through with the ¡nedical-

nurses. Even though the medical nurses had cared for

more HIv infected patj.ents than had the surgical or BN/RN

nurses, all nursing scale ranges t¡ere similar. It is

int,eresting to note that even j.n the area of the scale

representing those nursing activities that the rnedicaL

nurses had perforned more frequently, (ernesis, stooI,

urine) the range from urine to emesis was sirníl-ar between

all four groups.
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Eþidemiotoqv and Risk Evafuation

Another irnportant finding was the dífference in the

rank order and clustering of the iterns on the four
scales. If the epideniologicaL literature was used as

a major source of information about the risk of HIV

infection from the health care setting, nursing

activities involvíng the use of sharp instrurnents woul-d

rank the highest on the scales. Nurses and êxpertsf

cognizant and accepting of these findings would judge

taking part in a code, establishing an íntravenous and

giving an intra¡nuscular injection as involving the

greatest risk of HIV exposure.

The nost striking divergence from the

epidemiological literature $ras the ranking of the

intrarnuscular injectíon iten. Even though percutaneous

exposure via used intrarnuscular needles vras the nost

frequent source of HIv exposure documented in the

J-iterature, none of the groups placed intrarnuscular

injections in the maxirnum rísk cl-uster. The experts
judged that giving an intramuscular injection was

significantly less risky than taking part in a cod.e,

L32
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establ-ishing an intravenous, or putting pressure on an

arterial line site. The nurses all ranked giving an

intra¡nuscul-ar injection as less risky than changing a

dressing. The clustering of activities reveaLed that
surgical and BN/RN nurses ranked giving intramuscuLar

injections as the median item on the scaIe, significantly
less risky than the items in the maxi¡nurn and rnoderate

risk clusters and significantly nore risky than the iterns

in the minirnu¡n risk cluster (see Table 4-14).

An explanation for the positioning of the

intra¡nuscular injection nay be found in the risk
Iiterature. Slovic and coLleagues (1987) suggested that
in general, risks frorn co¡nmon events were frequently
underesti¡nated. Jagger, in her presentation at the 1990

Sixth InternationaÌ Conference on AIDS, suggested that
nurses were so fa¡niliar with giving j.ntramuscular

injections that most failed to consider such a conmon

event hazardous. She aLso queried why nurses were not

clarnouring for efficient, effective, protective needLe

and syringe equipurent. The low rankíng of the

intra¡nuscular injectíon item suggested that nurses nay

not see the need for protection frorn used needles and

syringes.

133
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It is obvious thât, even for the experts,

epiderniologica I evidence $¡as aLso not the sol-e factor in
evaluatíng the rísk of the items which did not invol-ve

exposure to sharps. Blood contact with mucus menbranes

was docurnented in five cases of occupational HfV

transmission, aLthough rnost epiderniologists suggested

that the risk of transrnission via this route was far less

than that caused by inoculation with a sharp object.
OnIy two cases of occupational transrnission have been

tentatively Iínked to contact with enesis, stoo1, sputum

or urine (crant & McEvoy, l-985,' ZeigLer, cooper, Johnson,

& Gol-d, 1985). Scientists have suggested that the anount

of HIV virus present in these body f J-uids is so smalL

that huge vol-unes v¡ould have to be ingested before an

infectious dose s¡as reached. The nurses and experts v/ho

applied this information would have ranked the ri.sk from

putting pressure on an arterial line and changing a

dressÍng lower than activities involving exposure to
sharp instruments. As r^¡eIL, emesis, stool, sputum, and

urine woul-d be ranked as l-ow as possible.

Contrary to the literature, all four groups ranked

putting pressure on an arterial line site as pos j-ng a

significant.ly greater risk than giving an intramuscular

734
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injection. Al-though not statistically significant, the
experts were the only group to rank intramuscular

ínjections as riskier than changing a dressing. Medj_ca1

nurses rated emesis as significantly riskier than stool-,

sputurn or urine in contrast to the other three groups.

The differences in the ranking of the intravenous
item rnust be exarnined in the light of the results of the
tests for internal consistency. Surgical nurses judged

establishing an intravenous as the nost risky nursing
activity, with taking part in a code and putting pressure

on an art,erial l-ine as significantly fess risky. The

experts, and nedical and BN/RN nurses judged establishing
an intravenous, taking part in a code, and putting
pressure on an arterial l-ine site as al-L invoLving the
rnaxirnurn risk. While these differences are interesting,
it nust be remernbered that the intravenous item was

identified as the itern responsible for the ínconsistency

in the scale values of medicaL nurses and experts. It
is possible that the wording of the IV act,ivity irnplied

different ideas to the different groups. For exampl"e¿

establishíng intravenous infusions holds the potential_

needfestick êxposure as $/eII as the potential for skin
exposure to large arnounts of blood. In addition, taking

135
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part in a fu1l code would certainly invoLve establishing

an intravenous infusion, perhaps makíng it diffícult to

compare risks betv¡een these tr¿o items.

Conceþtual Franeúork r Fear of Contagion

The ¡'ear of contagion conceptual franework aided Ín

the interpretation of the four scales (Appendix 1). The

ability of the nurses and experts to rank order the

nursing activities supported the concept that caring for

HfV infected patients involved a perceived risk of

acquiring HIV infection. If there was no perception of

risk, aII iterns woul-d have been cl-ustered together with

no identifiable scale.

The abi.lity to rank order the nursing activities

Ient support to Meisenhelder and Lachariters (l-989a)

contention that the |tstimuf irr for Fear of contagion was

the possibility or actuality of caring for an HIV

infected patient. The fra¡nev¡ork also suggested that

responses to HIV in the workplace involved the

interaction of qualitative and quantitatíve factors.

The existence of hierarchical scales, that were different

from the one that might be proposed solely based on
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epideniological research, suggested that the posítion of

the scale items were deterrnined in part by qualitative

factors.

The impLications frorn the neurocognitive activity

involving the rrfear of the uncontrol lablerr suggested that

those activities which held a greater potential Lor

unpredicted blood or body fluid exposure would be

perceived as invoLving rnore risk. Taking part in a code,

establishing an intravenous, or putting pressure on an

arterial line, and even holdíng an ernesis basin often

call for quick responses in uncontroll-abLe situations.

This may explain the ¡nedical nursest ratinq of exposure

to emesis as signifícantly riskier than exposure to

stool, sputum, or urine.

Gloves provide extra protection for nursing

activities that did not involve sharp instrunents such

as, changing a dressingr, bathing a patient incontinent

of stooLs or obtaining a sputum or urine specinen. These

items rnay have been viewed as nore controllable and thus

less risky.

The neurocognitive actívity of trfear of the

misunderstood or unknownrr may have influenced choices as

wel-I. Fear of the misunderstood may have increased or
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decreased the participantst perception of risk. The

voLume of published research into HIV infection, over

the past ten years¡ hãs been extraordinary. However,

with such exponential growth has cane nuch confusing,

partial, and sornetirnes contradictory infornation, both

in the lay Líterature as weÌl- as the professional

journals. Moriarity (1988) found that the majority of

respondents did not believe that enough r,¡as known about

H:t.o state conclusively that certain body fluids did

not pose a high risk of HIv infection. comments r,¡ritten

on the Perceived Risk of HTV ouestionnaire suggested that

some of the subjects experienced this fear. Two such

conments were: rrYou never know for sure that there is no

blood in the stool.rr or rrl{ov¡ do you know for sure that
the amounts of HIV in the urine cannot cause infection?rr.

Limitations of the study

Threats to validity

construct validity consisted of determining whether

the paired comparison methodology was rneasuring what it
vras used to measure. One threat to construct validity
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decreased the participantst perception of risk. The

volume of publíshed research into HIV infect.ion, over

the past ten years, has been extraordinary, However,

r¡ith such exponential growth has cane much confusíng,

partial, and so¡neti¡nes contradictory information, both

in the lay literature as well as the professional

journals. Moriarity (1988) found that the rnajority of

respondents díd not believe that enough v¡as knov¡n about

HIV to state conclusively that certain body f l-uids did

not pose a high risk of HIV infection. connents v¡ritten

on the Perceived Risk of HIV ouestionnaire suggested that

some of the subjects experienced this fear. T$/o such

comnents \,¡ere: rrYou never knolt for sure that there is no

blood in the stool.rr or rrHow do you know for sure that
the amounts of HIv in the urine cannot cause infection?rt.

l,i¡nitations of the Study

construct validity consisted of deterrnining whether

the paired cornparison nethodol-ogy was measuring what it

was used to neasure. One threat to construct validity
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related to the nine nursing activities chosen for study.

It could be argued that since both the Uníted States

center for Disease control and the canadian Laboratory

centre for Dísease control have stated that emesís,

sputum, stool- and urine involve negligible risk of HIV

transmission, the ínclusion of these items in the

questionnaire provided no useful infornation (Freidland,

& K1ein, L987). Hovrever, the Literature suggested that

nurses remain confused about sources of HIV exposure and

many do not believe that scientists know enough about HIV

transrnission to state concLusively that HIv cannot be

transrnitted by these fluíds (Moriarity, 1989). In order

to rank order all body fluids that rnedical and surgical

nurses believe invoLve a risk of acquiring Hfv infection'

it was necessary to include aI1 body f l-uids about which

nurses have expressed concern. The within ScaLe Analysis

allowed identification of those iterns that nurses

bel-ieved presented mini¡naL risk' Ho$tever' no attempt

was made to deternine if the respondents considered any

particular item as not involving rísk of HIv exposure.

Future research of this nature nay benefit from a series

of questions asking respondents to state expJ-icitly

whether or not they believe a given ítem presents a real-
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risk of HIV transmission.

Another threat to construct val-idity related t.o the

focus of the nursinq activities involving known HIV

infected patients. Since there is no practical way of

knowing r¡tho is or is not infected it nay have been

artificial- to exclude nursing actÍvities involving
patients of unknown HIV seroJ.ogical status from

consideration. Hov/ever, as little ís known about

specific nursinq activities that are associated with the

perception of the risk of acquiring HIV infection fro¡n

patients, it was reasonable to focus inítíalIy on one

subgroup of patients. An equally valid study wouJ-d

repeat the questíonnaire focusing on patients of unknovJn

HIV serological status. A cornparison of the scales fro¡n

such a study with the results of the present study night
provide additional insight into the responses nurses have

to HIV seropositive patients.

A third threat to construct vaJ.idity was evaluation

apprehensíon, in v/hich the respondents wanted to appear

conpetent. This threat was decreased in two ways.

First, v¡hen recruiting participants the researcher

stressed that an individual questionnaire woul-d never be

singled out for analysis and additionally that no

l_40
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specific ward would be cornpared to any other. Second,

the anonyrnous nature of the questionnaire in conjunction

with paired comparison for¡nat prevented the researcherrs

bias from effecting the respondents' choices.

Maturation effects and item selection bias presented

a threat to internal vaJ.ídity. Âs the respondents

encountered each of the nine iterns in dífferent

co¡nbinations a cLarification of perception rnay have

devel-oped over the course of making the 36 cornparative

judgernents. The use of Rossts method of rroptímaI Orders

in paired comparisonsrt ensured that ¡naxi¡nurn spacing for

the maximurn nu¡nber of itens v¡as obtained, thus reducing

the occurrence of this threat.

Final-Iy, external validity $tas threatened as nurses

were not randomly selected into the study. Às intact

groups of rnedical, surgical and BN/RN nurses vJere

recruited, general izabil ity of the study was linited.

Hovrever, because nurses in all three groups displayed a

wide range of experience working r,¡ith HIV infected

patients this threat vJas reduced.
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Implications for Nursing Àdninistrators and Educators

Risk Education

Nurses are at risk for exposure to HIV because of

the nature of their work. Many nurses in this study

expressed a high degree of concern about acquiring HIV

frorn caring for HIV infected patients. Interpretation
of the scales in this Light suggested that the concern

varíes with the nursing activity. In anticipation of the

fear reactions so frequently associated with the

admissj-on of HIV infected patients to hospital, St.

Bonj-face ceneral Hospital had conducted nany inservices

in the two years prior to this study. These included

presentation of epiderniological data regarding HIV

infection in health care $rorkers, information about HIV

transnj-ssion, instruction in infection control
procedures, as well as the provision of reassurance (Ms.

P. Hosangf Dírector of Medical Nursing, personal

communication, i-990) .

Nursesr perception of grave risk v¡i11 only be

elininated if there is proof that the risk was non-
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existent. ActuaI reports of the prevalence of HIV

infection arnong patients and the developnent of post-

exposure protocoLs for treatnent of exposed \,¡orkers serve

to emphasize the reality of the threat (Gilbert, Maguire,

Badner, Al-tman, & Stoner 1989).

The large nu¡nber of incorrect ansv¡ers to rating the

risk of infection fron needl-estick and mucus membrane

exposures suggested that nany nurses in this study had

little understanding of the epidemiological risk of

transmission or that they did not trust the infornation
they had.

If nurses are to respond optinally to the risk of

HIV infection they must have a reasonably accurate

perception of the rnagnitude of the risk. Slovic,

Fischhoff and Liechtenstein (7987) suggested that the

formal- education of nost professionals rarel-y incLuded

serious instruction in the assessnent of risks. Even

experts, unl-ess specifically educated in risk evaluation,

have great difficulty in judging probabilities. The

following points suggest how risk evaLuation rnight be

incorporated into educationaL prograns. First,
discussions about the risk of HIv transmission need to
incLude a clear acknowledgenent that the risk does exist
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is warranted. In addition, if the term

have any rneaning it rnust have specific

nurses I daily experience.

r44

and that concern

trl-ow riskrr is to

referents to the

It is írnportant for nursing adrninistrators and

educators to becone aware of the sources nurses use to
gain their information about HIV infection. In 1984,

Reed, Wise, and Mann stated that the nost frequent source

of HIV inforrnation was from television. They postulated

that the cause r,ras the dearth of HIv information

available in the nursing literature. Àrticles on HIV

infectíon are no$¡ present in abundance in the nursíng

literature, yet nurses in this study stil-l- regarded

televisíon and the 1ay titerature as a nore frequent

source of HIV infornation. Surgical nurses dispJ-ayed the

strongest tendency to use televisj-on, lay rnagazines and

newspapers for HIV inforrnation.

The reasons why nurses use the Iay media ¡nore than

the experts was not identified in this study. However,

it rnay reLate to the trust nurses have in scientific
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opinion regarding HIV. The knor¡rledge base for HIV

infection is nel¡ and rapidly expandíng and. experts have

had to revise their opinions on rnany poínts. Over the
years the incubatíon tine and percentage of HIV infected
people v¡ho will get ATDS has risen and the estimation of
the occupational risk has been revised dor^¡nward (Schi1ts,
L9e7). Moriarity (1988) found that nurses did not
believe experts knew enough about HfV to conc]usive]y
state that the risk of HIV infection from pat.ient care

was low.

A second reason for the use of lay nedia rnay relate
to the focus of the data being cornrnunicated and the
motives behind it. Nurses rnay have found the answers to
their concerns best addressed in the lay nedia. UntiÌ
very recently the focus of the HIV literature had been

on objective data about HIV transrnission or on

rnaintaining cont,inuity of care, often $rith strong
coercive nessages for bedsíde nurses. personal security
has been thè focus of much of the HIv reportíng in the
1ay rnedia (Hughey, Norton, & Sul-1ivan-Norton. j-989).

Benedíct (1990) found that c1ínica1 nurses were most

concerned about patient care and their personal heal-th

and security.

L45
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Nursing administrators and educators need to strive

to cultivate the credibility of the HIV information

communicated to thè nursing staff. The accuracy of the

infor¡nation rnust be continually scrutinized. Every

effort must be made to delineate v¡hat is known, vrhat is

unknoqrn and vJhat is reasonabl-e speculation' Prelininary

findings should be reported with extreme caution with

appropriate caveats and with inconsistencies acknowledged

(Gerbert, Maguire, Badner' .â,Itman, & Stone, 1-988) '

Universal Precaution Protocols

Much of the Iiterature discussing universal

precautíon protocols present universal- precautions as

the panacea for nurses fear of HIV infection' NursÍng

ed.ucators and others instructing bedside nurses in

universal precaution protocols, must be aware that the

protocofs do not guarantee protection against HIV

exposure. Universal precaution protocols are not

research based and represent no more than the rrbest

guessrr of HfV authorities. As a result many

controversies exist about appropriate appl-ication

(canpbell, B. ' 1989) . The question exa¡nining when nurses

L46
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and experts v¡ould choose to wear gloves in the care of
HIV infect,ed patients reflects one of these
controversies. The experts did not denonstrate any

consensus about wearing gLoves when establishing an

intravenous, changing a dressing, giving an intramuscular
injection, or when potentially contacting stooL or
ernesis. There is also a ¡narked difference between the
nurses and experts over the use of gloves in eight of the
nine nursing activities. Taking part in a code is the
only activity in which the nurses and the experts agree

about gl-ove use.

Nursing adnínistrators and educators obviousJ_y

cannot wait untiL conclusive research on the efficacy of
universal precautions is availabLe before designing
protocols to decrease the risk of exposure. The

l-i¡nitations as wel-L as the benefits of universal
precautions rnust be clearl-y communicated. An awareness

of the lack of research on the efficacy of universal
precautj-on protocols must be carefully weighed v¡ith the
need of bedside nurses to prevent undue exposure to HIV

infected bl-ood and body ftuids. It is Íncumbent on al-l-

involved with infection control to support careful,
exacting research into the efficacy and efficiency of

L47
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universal precaution protocols. ft is equally inportant
to cornmunicate the results to the bedsÍde nurse.

Implications for Future Research

The method of paired cornparisons coufd be applied
when a researcher wanted subjects to subjectivety
distinguish betvreen pairs of stimuli (Gui]ford, Lg54;

David, 1963). Its use should be considered lrhen

atternpt,ing to rank order stimuli that have srnal1 or
unknown differences between them. The method of paired
comparison could also serve as the criterion of validity
to check other less accurate methods where the results
of the other ¡nethods were held ín question (Guilford,
1e54).

Use of the Devised Scales for Other Research

Edwards (1957) argued that the rnanner in which an

individual responds to the scale itens would enabte

inferences about the personts attitude 1ocation on the
same psychological continuurn. The scales record the
judged perception of risk about the nine nursing
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actÍvities. They do not say anything about the attitude
that nurses associate with the perfornance of the
activities. Howeverr the scal-e vaLues can be used to
obtain estirnates of nursesr attitudes about perforning
the nursing activities.

The nine nursing actÍvity statenents wouLd be re_
written and presented to rnedical and surgicaL nurses with
instructions to indicate whether they agree or disagree
with the statements. Edwards (1957) assumed that the
agree/disagree responses were a function of the attitude
associated with the statenent. For example, the CpR itenr
night be re-written to read: Taking part in a ful_l code
(CPR) on a known HIV infected patient places me at rj_sk
of acquiring HIV infection.

Using the scaLe values derived in this present
study, an attitude score for each individuat coul_d then
be obtained by finding the rnedian of the scal-e values of
the ite¡ns with which the person agreed, The 1ower the
median val-ue the hígher the sense of risk.

Future HfV NursÍng Research

Continued research on the effects of the HIV
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epÍdemic on nursing in Manitoba is irnportant. Nurses

are thinking about the effect of HIV on their practice.
This can be support,ed from the present study. Fírst,
the rapid recruitrnent of nurses into the study was

indicative of the irnport,ance bedside nurses place on

understanding HMrom a nursing perspective. One

hundred per cent of BN/RNS, 73.2 per cent of surgical
nurses and 64 per cent of medicaL nurses signed consents

to participate in the study in the six week recruitnent
period.

Second, nurses in Manitoba are providing care to
HIV infected patients. Even though Manitoba has a low

incidence of HIV in the provincial population, and St.
Boniface cenêra1 Hospital has adrnitted less than 3O

individuals that r^/ere known to be HIV infected, 64.5 per

cent of the St. Boniface ceneral Hospital nurses surveyed

had cared for a knov¡n HIv infected patient. This rnay

largely be because the average person $rith AIDS wil-l_ be

ad¡nitted 10 tines over the course of the illness (Fraser

& Cox, 1988 ) .

The initial step in this research program was to
identify the nursing activities that are viewed as

increasing risk of HIV exposure. A subsequent step wiÌ1

1-50
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be to determine if the nine nursing activities form a
comprehensive l-ist of activities that are percej.ved as

risky by rnedical and surgical- nurses. Two potential
additional items cane to J.ight during the course of this
investigation,. the first involves the necessity of
cleaning up a blood spiII,. and second. the provision of
terminal care for the body of an HIV infected patient.

A subsequent stêp in this research prograrn j-s to
explore the application of universal precaution

protocoLs, both in situations that nurses perceive as

risky and in those that are not. The data examining

gl-ove usage from this study supported the contention that
even anong experts there vras a lack of consensus about

appropriate glove use. Àn evên larger discrepancy was

identified between the experts and all the nurses on r¡rhen

to wear gloves. ff the expertsr ¡nedian responses were

taken as the appropriate response to an HIV infected
patient, nurses displayed a high incidence of over

protective behaviouraL intentions for all nine nursing

activities tested. fn other studies exploring the

application of universal precautions, there were

discrepancies between studies exarnining behavioural

íntentions in v¡hich nurses display a high incidence of

15 r.
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over protective behaviors and observational_ studies in
which compliance with universal precaution protocols was

minirnal (Armstrong-Ester & Hewitt, 19g9i van servelJ-en,

Lewis, & Leake, 19ggi Gerberding, et aI., 1_gg7 ì Kel-en,

DiGiovanna, KaIainov, Bísson, & Scott, 19g9; Canpbe11,

S. , 1989 , !99O ì Lo$/en, Dhi1lon, lriilly, Wesley, &

Henderson, 1989 ) .

A study of conpliance with universal precaution
protocols using both qualitative ( non-participant
observation) and quantÍtative (se1f report survey) is
pLanned to increase the understanding of the efficacy
and application of universal_ precaution protocol-s.

Other research questions arising from this study

íncl-ude: What is the bedside nursesr perception of risk
of HIV infection in a population of patients where the
HIV status is unknown; and I^¡hat additional nursing

activities are of concern to nurses in specialty areas?

Sunnary

The results of this study suggest that the
perception of risk of acquiring HIV infection while
caring for an HIV infected individual is hierarchical ín
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reLation to specific nursing activities that involve

exposure to HIV infected blood and body fluids. The

findings also indicate that bedside nurses' perception

of the risk of HIV infect,ion from HIV infected patients
is signíficantly different fron Infection Control

Practitioners and HIV clinical specialists. The

del-ineation of thê nursíng activities that bêdside nurses

believe increase their risk of HIV infection have

inplications for ad¡ninistrative, educational and research

endeavors that address nursing policy and educational

needs relevant to the nursing care of HIV infected
patients. Future research into the efficacy and

application of universal precaution protocol-s, supported

by the findings in this study, will further augnent the

understanding of the effect of the HIV epj-demic on

Manitoba nurses.
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Appendix A

Fear of Contagion Model

Stinulus :

froviding nursing care for HIV infected
(real- or potential)

peop l-e

Uncontro I lable

Neurocognitive activity:

Unacceptable

Perceived

Acquiring HIV infection
Risk:

from the v¡orkplace

Affective response 3

Fear of Contagion
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Appendix B

Nine Nursing Activities
1. taking part in a fuII code (CPR) on a knov¡n

, HIV infected Patíent.
2. establishing an intravenous infusion on a known

HIV infected patient.

3. giving an intrarnuscular ínjection to a known

HIv infected patient.

4. ernptyíng a urinary catheter drainage bag for
i a kno$/n HIV infected patient.
:

. 5. bathing a known HIV infected patient who is
:

I incontinent of stool-.

; 6. holding a kídney basin for a known HIV infected
.

patient when he/she is vomiting,
' 7. changing a dressing for a known HIV ínfected

. patj.ent where the drainage has seeped through

' the gauze.

8. putting pressure on an arterial, fine site on

a known HIV infected patient.

9. assisting a known HIV infected patient in the

production of a sputun specirnen.
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Àppendix c

DeveLopment of the perceived Risk of HIV Infection
Quest i onnaire

1. Items for the first section of the questionnaire
were taken froÏn a study conducted at St. paul Ramsey

Medical Center in Minnesota. These itens have been

piloted tested and have a cronbachrs alpha of .7g to.81.
(Canpbel1, 1989 )

2. Nursing Activitíes lt 2, 3 and I listed in appendix

B have been identified in the literature as increasing
the relative risk of HIV infection in the health care

setting. Items 4, 5, 6t 7 and 9 were identified by

bedside nurses and nurse ed.ucators as activities with
which nurses have frequent contact and that are perceived

as increasing a nursest risk of HIV ínfection.

3. Rossrs Method of Optinal Ordering

With a totaL of nine iterns, the total number of
possible pairs was 36. The order r,¡ithin the pairs and

the overall order of all the pairs was determined using

Rossrs rrOptirnaJ. orders in the nethod of paired

cornparÍsonsrr. This nethod ensured that the maximum
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spacing for the naxinun nunber of items was obtained.
Whether or not the spacing or ordering nakes a difference
in the choices of subjects has not been proven. It seens

reasonable to assume, however, that the further thê items

are separated the snaller the chance for a selection
bias. A ¡natrix provided the basis for ordering iterns for
presentation.

First alL items were numbered, in this case from L

to 9. As determined by Rossrs rnethod, there v¡ere 5 rows

and I colunns in the rnatrix. In the fifth row, the first
pair in the first colunn was an identical pair. Other

identical pairs appeared in this rov¡ in all the odd

nu¡nbered colurnns. The other pairs in the fifth roÌr were

repetitions of pairs already found on the natrix. Rossrs

rul-es that governed the use of the pairs in the fifth row

r^rere as f olIor,¡s: a) The second number in each identical
pair vras replaced with the nurnber 1. b) The pairs
occurring in the even columns of the fifth row were

ignored. Finally, the order for presentation was

deternined by reading dor¡n the colunn and then rnoving to
the right column by colurnn,



The Fìoss Mâtrix: The lormal

The Ross Marrix: Applied

I

t-2

7
1

;-;
9-4
8-5
7-6

t tv v vt vfi vlÍ
ffi
4-2 2-5 5-3 3-6 6-4 4-7
5-9 9-6 6-2 2-7 7-3 3-8
6-8 8-7 7-9 9-8 8-2 2-9
7-1 8-t g-1

Order of Items

taking part in a fulI code (CpR) on a known HfV
infected patient.
establishing an Íntravenous infusion on a known
HIV infected patient.

giving an intramuscular injection to a known
HIV infected patient.
assisting a known HIv infected patient in the
production of a sputum spec j-rnen.

enptying a urinary catheter drainage bag for
a known HIV infected patient.
putting pressure on an arterial Line site on
a known HfV infected patient,

bathing a known HIV infected patient who is
incontinent of stooI.
changing a dressing for a known HIv infected
patient where the drainage has seeped through
the gauze.

holding a kidney basin for a known HIV infected
patient when he/she is vonitíng,
taki.ng part in a ful] code (CPR) on a known HIV
infected patient.

establishing an intravenous infusion on a known

o

4.

o

l-.

7.

6.

1.

vIt

n-4
(n-1)-5
(n-2)-6

3-4 4-5
3-6

1-5
6-4

n-6
(n- 1)-7
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holding a kidney basin for a known HIV infectedpatient when he/she is vorniting.
taking part in a fulL code (CpR) on a known
HIV infected patient.

establishing an intravenous infusion on a known
HIV infected patient.
giving an intranuscuJ.ar in j ection to a knor,h
HIV infected patient.

assisting a known HIV infected patient in the
production of a sputurn specirnen.
emptying a urinary catheter drainage bag for
a known HIV infected patient.

putting pressure on an art,erial line site
a known HIV infected patient.
bathing a known HIV infected patient who
íncontinent of stool.

7. changing a dressing for a
patient v/here the drainage
the gauze.

6. holding a kidney basin for a known HIV infected
patient when he/she is voniting.

6.

1.

2.

3.

o

on

is

8.

5.

1.

3.

4.

2.

o

known HIV infected
has seeped through

taking part in a fuII code (CPR) on a
HIV infected patient.
giving an intramuscular injection to a
HIV infected patient.

bathing a known HIV infected patient
incontinent of stool.
assisting a known HIv infected patient

known

knor,rn

enptying a urinary catheter drainage bag for
a knoltn HTV infected patient.
establishing an intravenous infusion on a known
HIV infected patient.

who is
in the



1

L.

6.

ô

6.

8.

1

1.

4.
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production of a sputum specimen.

holding a kidney basin for a known HIV infected
pat,ient r'rhen he/she is vornitíng.
putting pressure on an arterial- line site on
a knov¡n HIV infected patient.

changing a dressing for a knor¡n HIv infected
patient lrhere the drainage has seeped through
the gauze.
takíng part in a fult code (CPR) on a known
HIV infected patient.

giving an intrarnuscular injection to a known
HIV infected patient.
emptying a urinary catheter drainage bag for
a known HIV infected patient.

establishing an intravenous infusion on a known
HIV infected patient.
bathing a knov¡n HIV infected patient who is
incontinent of stool.

assistíng a known HIV infected patient in the
production of a sputurn specimen.
holding a kidney basin for a known HIV infected
patient v¡hen he/she is vorniting.

putting pressure on an arteriaL line
a known HIV infected patient.
changing a dressing for a known HIV
patient v¡here the drainage has seeped
the gauze.

taking part in a fuLl code (CPR) on
HIV infected patient.
ernptyíng a urinary catheter drainage
a known HfV infected patient.

site on

infected
through

a known

bag for



7.

6.

8.

l_.

4.

3.

6.
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bathing a known HfV infected patient who is
incontinent of stoo1.
giving an intrarnuscufar injection to a known
HIv infected patient.

holding a kidney basin for a knov/n HIV infected
patient when he/she is vomiting.
establishing an intravenous infusion on a knovrn
HIv infected patient.

changing a dressing for a known HIV infected
patient vrhere the drainage has seeped through
the gauze.
assisting a kno$tn HIV infected patient in the
production of a sputum sPecimen.

putting pressure on an arterial line site on
a known HIV infected patient.
taking part in a ful-I code (cPR) on a knoivn
HIV infected patient.

emptying a urinary catheter drainage bag for
a known HIv infected patient.
bathing a known HIV infected patient who is
incontínent of stool.

giving an intra¡nuscuJ.ar injection to a kno$¡n
HIV infected patient.
holding a kidney basin for a known HIV infected
patient rvhen he/she is voniting.

establishing an intravenous
HIV infecled Patient '
changing a dressing for a
patient v¡here the drainage
the gauze.

infusion on a known

known HfV infected
has seeped through

9.

'7.

9. assisting a known HIv infected patient in the
production of a sputun specirnen.
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8. putt,ing pressure on an arterial line site on
a known HIV infected patient,.

taking part in a fuIl code (CPR) on a known
HIV infected patient.
bathing a kno\.¡n HIV infected patient who is
incontÍnent of stool.

holding a kidney basin for a knov¡n HIV infected
patient v¡hen he/she is vorniting.
ernptyíng a urinary catheter drainage bag for
a known HIV infected patient.

7. changing a dressing for a known HIV infected
patient where the drainage has seeped through
the gauze.
giving an intrarnuscular injection to a known
HIV infected patient.

putting pressure on an arterial Line site on
a known HIV infected patient.
establishing an intravenous infusion on a knotrn
HIV infected patient.

assisting a known HIV infected patient in the
production of a sputurn specirnen.
taking part in a fulL code (cPR) on a known
HIV infected patient.

bathing a known HIv infected patient who is
incontinent of stool.
holding a kidney basin for a known HIV infected
patient when he/she is vorniting.

emptying a urinary catheter drainage bag for
a known HIV infected patient.
changing a dressing for a known HIV infected
patient where the drainage has seeped through
the gauze.

l_.

5.

6.

^

o

1.

7,
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2.

9.
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giving an intrarnuscular injection to a known
HIV infected patient.
putting pressure on an arterial line site on
a knov¡n HIV infected patient.

establishing an Íntravenous infusion on a known
HIV infected patient.
assisting a known HIV infected patient in the
production of a sputun specirnen.
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INSTRUCTIONS: Please read all
each section.
very valuable,
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Appendix D

of HI nf ect j.on Questionnaire

the questions and answer them as directed in
Your response to all the of the questions is
The survey wÍlI take 15 ninutes of your tirne.

I. CHECK ONLY ONE RESPONSE FOR EACH QUESTION.

1) How nany HTV ínfected 4) The chance that a nurse willpatients have you v¡orked with? becorne infected with HIV after
None mucous mênbrane exposure to

-t-4 

blood or body fluids frorn an Hrv

-s-g 

inf ected paiient is. . .
_10 or morè _1ess l-lj.an I/ 2Z

2 ) My present level of concern 

-7 

/ 
?oto zlz

about acquiring HIv infection 

-e 

to 1oZ
from the workplace is.....

No concern---Mirdty concerned
Moderatel-y concerned

_Very concerned

3) How often do you think about
your risk (if any) of catching
HIV infection whil-e you are at
work?
_Dai1y
_weekl-y

Monthly
Less than nonthly

over 50*

5) The chance that a nurse will-
become ínfected i¡¡ith HIV after
a needlestick from an HIV
infected patient is,..
_1ess t-L,'an t/22
_t/2 to IZ
_2 to 52

6 to 10å

-:. 
t to 2se.

26 to 502

lI to 252
26 to 5OZ

_Never over 50U

6) wfl].cll ot thê foLLowlng sources of HMnfornation have
past 12 months? CIRCLE A NUMBER BESTDE EACH SOIIRCE.
Never = 1, Seldom = 2, Occasionally = 3, Frequently = 4,

_ Education programs outside of work? r 2 3

_ Education prograrns during work? L 2 3

_ Lay Magazines (Tíme, etc) L 2 3

_ Nêwspapers

_ Television

_ Professional Journal-s

_ Friends and colleagues

you used in the

AJ.ways = 5

45

L23
t23

L23

L23

5

5

5

5

5

4

4

4

4
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7.

How often have you.,..,?

particípated in a ful-l code (CPR)
Never]-2345

18L

on a knor,/n HIV infected patient?
6 7 8 9 10 more than 10

established an intravenous infusion on a kno!¡n HIV
Never L23456789

infected patient?
L0 nore than 10

put pressure on an arteriaL
Never 1 234

line site on a known HIV ínfected patient?
5 6 7 A 9 10 more than 10

enptied a urinary catheter drainage bag for a known HIV infected patient?
Never ! 2 3 4 5 6 7 I 9 10 more than 10

5. bathed a known HIV infected patient who is incontinent of stool?
Never I 2 3 4 5 6 7 A 9 10 more than l_0

6. held a kidney basin
vonit ing?
Never L 2 3

for a knov/n HIV infected patient when he/she

4 5 6 7 8 9 10 more than

is

10

o

changed a dressing for a known
has
seeped through the gauze?
Never72345

assisted a knov/n
spec ímen?
Never L 2

HIV infected patient $¡here thè drainage

10 more than 10

HIV infected patient in the production of a sputun

3 4 5 6 7 A 9 10 nore than 10

given an intra¡nuscul-ar injection to a kno$¿n HIV infected patient?
Never I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 nore than 10
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)
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If you have cared for an HIV infected patient in the past, how frequently
have you worn gloves v¡hen....?

OR
If you have never cared for an HfV infected patient, how frequently
would you wear gLoves r,¡hen. . . . ?

taking part in a fuII code (cPR) on a known HIV infected patient?
Never_ Seldom_ Sonetimes_ Usually_ Al-ways_

establishing an intravenous infusion on a kno\,¡n HIV infected patient?
Never_ SeldoÍr_ Sornetimes_ UsualIy_ Al-ways_

putting pressure on an artêrial line site on a known HIV infected patient?
Never_ Se1don_ Sornetimes_ Usually_ Always_

enptying a urinary catheter drainage bag for a known HIV infected patient?
Nevèr_ Se]don_ Sonetines_ UsuaIly_ Alivays_

bathing a knov/n HIV infected pati.ent who is incontinent of stooL?
Never_ SeLdon_ Sornetimes_ Usually_ Alrvays_

holding a kidney basin for a knorvn HIV infected patient when he/she is
vonit íng?
Never Sel-dom Somet i¡nes UsuaLl-y Always_

changing a dressing for a knovJn HIV infected patient r^rhere the drainage
has
seeped through the gauze?
Never Se ldon Somet imes Usually Alvrays

giving an intramuscular injection to a known HIv infected patient?
Never_ Seldom_ Sonetimes_ Usually_ Al-ways_

assísting a known HIV infected patient in the production of a sputurn
spec imen?
Never Seldon Sornetimes Usually_ Always_

L

o
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IIf. From each of the following pairs circle the one that you view as placing
you at the most risk of acquiring Hrv infection.

1. taking part in a fufl code (cPR) on a known HIV infected patient.
2, establièhing an intravenous infusion on a knor^¡n HIv infected

patient.

1.

l-.

1,

2.

1.

z.

1.

putting pressure on an arterial
patient.
assisting a known HIV infected
sputun specirnen.

l ine s ite on a knor,¡n HTV inf ected

patient in the production of a

1. emptyíng a urinary catheter drainage bag for a known HIV infected
patient.

2. giving an intramuscuJ-ar injection to a known HIv infected patient.

1. bathing a knov¡n HIV infected patient who is incontinent of stool.
2. changing a dressing for a knor¿n HIV infected patient whère the

drainage has seeped through the gauze.

holding a kidney basin for a known HTV infected patient when he/she
is voniting.
takíng pari in a fuII code (cPR) on a knovrn HIV infected patient.

establishing an intravenous infusion on a known Hrv infected
patient .

þutting pressure on an arterial line site on a known HIV infected
patient.

assistíng a kno$rn HIV infected patient
sputun specimen.
emptying a urinary catheter drainage bag
patient.

l-. giving an intramuscular injection to a known HIv ínfected patient.
2. bathing a kno\,¡n HIV infected patient who is incontinent of stool.

1. changing a dressing for a knov¡n HIV infected patient whêre the
drainage has seeped through the gauze.

2. holdinq a kidney basin for a known HIV infected patient when he/she
is vorniting '

takingr part in a fuLf code (cPR) on a knor+n HIV infected patient.
puttiñg- pressure on an arteríal l-ine site on a known Hlv infected
patient.

in the production of a

for a knov¿n HIv infected
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1_.

1.

2.

enptying a urinary catheter drainage bag for a known
patient.
estabJ-ishing an intravenous infusion on a known
patient.
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infected

infected

incontinent of stool
the production ot å

infected patient r,¡here the

knov,rn HIV inf ected patient.

HIV

HTV

l-. bathing a known HIV infected patíent who
2. assisting a knolrn HIV infected patient

sputurn specimen.

1. changing a dressing for a known HIV
drainage has seeped through the gauze.

2. taking part ín a full code (cPR) on a

1S
tn

hol-ding a kidney basín for a knor,¡n HIv infêcted patient when he/she
is vomiting.
giving an intramuscular injection to a known HIV infected patient.

1.

2.

1, putting pressure on an arterial line site on a known HIV infected
patient .

2. ernptying a urínary catheter drainage bag for a knor¿n HIV infected
patient .

estabLishing an intravenous infusion on a known HIv infected
patient .
bathing a known HIV infêcted patient who is incontinent of stool.

1. assisting a known HIV infected patient in the production of a
sputum specirnen,

2. holding a kidney basin for a known HIV infected patient when he/she
is voniting.

1. giving an intrarnuscular ínjection to a knor¡rn HIv infected patient.
2. changing a dressing for a knor,¡n HIV infected patient where the

drainage has seeped through the gauze.

1. taking part in a full- code (cPR) on a known HIV infected patient.
2, ernptying a urinary catheter draínage bag for a known HIV infected

patient.

1. bathing a known HIv infected patient who is incontinent of stool .
2. putting pressure on an arterial l-ine site on a knov¡n HIV infected

patient.

1. holding a kidney basin for a known HIV infected patient when he/she
is vomitíng.

2. estabJ-ishing an íntravenous infusion on a known HIV infected
pati-ent.
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1.
2.

1.

l-.

1.

1.

2.

1.
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changing a dressing for a known HIV infected patient where the
drainage has seeped through the gauze.
assisting a known HIV infected patíent in the production of a
sputun specirnen,

giving an intramuscular injection to
taking part in a fuII code (cPR) on

ernptying a urinary catheter drainage
patient.
bathing a known HIV infected patíent

a known HTV infected patíent.
a known HIV infected patient.

bag for a knovrn HIV infected

who is incontinent of stool.

putting pressure
patient.
holding a kidney
is vomiting.

on an arterial l-ine

basin for a known HfV

site on a knor,rn HIV infected

infected patient when hel she

establishing an intravenous infusion
patient .
changing a dressing for a known HIV
drainage has seeped through the gauze.

on a known HIV infected

infected patient where the

assisting a known HIV
sputum specirnen.
giving an intramuscul-ar

infected patient in
injection to a known

the production of a

HIV infected patient.

HIv infected patient.
íncontinent of stool.

taking part in a fuLl code (cPR) on a known
bathing a known HIV infected patient who is

1. holding a kidney basin for a known HIV infected patíent when he/she
is voniting.

2. emptying a urinary catheter drainage bag for a known HIV infected
patient.

changing a dressing for a knoirn HIV infected
drainage has seeped through the gauze.
putting pressure on an arterial- line site on a
patient.

patient where the

knor^rn HIV inf ected

1. gÍvíng an intranuscular injection to a knorvn
2. estabtishing an intravenous infusion on a

patient.
HIV infected patient

knor,rn HIV intecteå

assisting a known HIV infected
sputun specimen.
taking part in a full code (cPR)

patient in the production of a

on a known HIV infected patient.
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1-. bathing a known HIV infected patient v¡ho is j-ncontinent of stoot.
2. holding a kidney basin for a known HrV infected patient when he/she

is vorniting.

1_.

2.

ernptying a urinary catheter
patient.
changing a dressing for a
drainage has seeped through

drainage bag for a known HIV infected

knovn HIv infected patient where the
the gauze.

t_.

2.

1.

puttÍng pressure on an arterial line site on a known HIV infected
patient.
ãivinq an intramuscul-ar injection to a known HIV infected patient'

estabJ.ishing an intravenous infusion on a knov¡n HIV infected
patient.
àssisting a known HfV infected patient in the production of a
sputum specimen.
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Appendix E

Consent Forn

You are invited to participate in a research study of
nurses' perceptions of the risk of acquiring HIV infection
from a patient r^rith HIV infection. shirley Paton, a graduate
studenC in nursing, university of Manitoba, is conducting
this research study as the basis for her thesis. Dr. IJesley
Degner is the thesis supervísor. Frorn this study we hope to
learn nore about, the nursing actívities that nurses feel
place thern at risk of acquiring HfV infection. The results
of this study \,rí11 be useful in identifying and providing
relevant HIV and AIDS infornation for nurses. Nurses who work
on the rnedical and surgicaf units at St. Boniface General
Hospital and 20 HIV experts will be asked to particípate in
this study.

If you decide to participate' you will be asked to compl"ete
a questionnaire designed to evaluate your view of the risks
of caring for an HIV infected patient. The questionnaire
will- takè no nore than l-5 ninutes to conplete. The first
part of the questionnaire wil-l ask about the experience you
have had witn ufv infection and HIV infected patients. The
remainder of the questionnaire will ask you to identify a
number of nursing activities that you feel increases the risk
of acquiring HIV infection. while it is possible that you
night feel like the questionnaire is a test of your knowl-edge
of HIV trans¡nission, that is neither the intent nor the focus
of the study. Thê questionnaires wil-l- not be evaluated in
terms of right or v,trong answers. At no point wi].1 an
individual questionnaire be isolated for analysis.

All information obtained as a result of the questionnaire,
v¡il1 be kept in a locked cabinet to which only the
investigator will have access. To assure anonymity, the
questioñnaíre has no personal identification inforrnation of
any kind. The consent for¡n will aLso be kept separate from
the questionnaire. The resuLts of this study may be
subniited for publication in a nursing or other professional
journal, as is the case for al-I analysis no indivíduaI
questionnaire v¡i11 be identified or discussed.

Your decisíon v¡hether or not to participate wil-I not
prejudice your future relations with St. Boniface GeneraL
Hospital, If you decide to participate, you nay refuse to
answer any of the questions.
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If you have any questions no!¡, please feel free to ask.
If you have any questions at a later date, again please ask.
My name is Shirley Paton and I can be contacted through the
School of Nursing at the University of Manitoba. My
telephone nunber is (204) 474-9f3!. If you wish' a sunnary
of the results v¡i1I be made available to you upon request.
You nay al-so keep a copy of this consent form.

You are rnaking a decision whether or not to participate.
Your signature indicates that you have read the inforrnation
provided above and have decided to particípate. You nay
refuse to answer any or alf of the questions after signing
this forn with out Prejudice.

S ignature Date

signature of Investigator Date
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.Appendix F

Abstract of Study

Bedside Nurses' Perceptions of the Risk of HIv
Infection from Nursing Activíties that InvoLve Exposure to Blood

and Body F1uids

This study will be conducted by Shirley Paton, graduate
studênt in Nursing, University of Manitoba. The thesis
supervisor is Dr. Lesley Degner; cornmittee members are Ms.
Annette cupton (nursing researcher) and Dr. L,indsay NicoÌLe
(physician, rnfectious Diseases) .

The purpose of this survey is to rank nine conmon nursing

activities that bedside nurses believe ptace them at ri.sk of HIV

infection. Two hundred rnedÍca1 and surgical nurses, actively

practicing at the bedside, v¡i1l- be asked to spend 15 rninutes

cornpleting a questionnaire designed by the researcher. The

questionnaire v¡il-I identify nursesr level- of concern about HIV

exposure in the workplace and their perception of risk of HIv

infection while perforrning nursing activities that invoLve exposure

to bl-ood or body fluids of HIV infect.ed patients. HIV experts vtil-l

be asked to compl-ete an identical questi.onnaire. Based on the

ansv¡ers to the questionnaire, lists ranking the 9 nursing

activities fron the least to the nost risky will be developed.

Lists from the nurses and the HIV experts will be conpared.

Differences v¡il-L be examined with respect to the degree of concern

about HIV infection in the workplace,' the nurnber of HIV infected

patients cared for; the sources of HIV inforrnatj-oni the use of

gloves when enqagíng in the nine activities; and an assessment of

the risk of seroconversion if exposed to infected blood or body
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fÌuids. Resul-ts of this study could be used t,o identify HIV

educational- needs Õf bedside nurses. In addition, these findings

could forn the basis of an investígation into nursest acceptance

and applicatíon of UniversaL Precaution protocol-s in hospitals.
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Plan of

STEP 1

STEP 2
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Appendix G

Action: Adrninistration of Questionnaire to Nurse Subjects

Obtain formal access frorn the Nursíng Research Departrnent
at St. Boniface ceneraL Hospitaf.

Meet with the all the head nurses of the ¡nedical and
surgical units to expJ.ain the intent and nethodology of
the study. Ms P. Hosang, Director of Medical Nursing
and Actíng Director of Surgj-cal Nursing, has invited rne
to present the research proposal at the weekly rneetíngs
she hoLds with the head nurses.

STEP 3 Approach staff nurses on specific wards to participate
in the study by:

a) Introducing myself to the nurse in charge of
the shift and requesting the opportuníty to
approach the nurses working that shift.

b) If possíble, introducing nyseLf to the staff
nurses after shift report. At this time I lri11
circulate copies of the proposal- abstract. I
will invite nurses to participate and arrange
tímes to return to the ward to adninister the
questionnaire ( s ) (ie. at coffee, after l-unch
etc).

Obtain written consent fron the potential participants
and ensure each participant has a copy of the study
abstract .

Ad¡ninister the questionnaire.

When the nurses have compl-eted the questionnaire, they
will- place then in sealed envelopes put then in a
designated pLace on the ward. l¡hen the questionnaires
are collected by the investigatorf she will identify the
enveLope with an rrMrr or rrsrr to índicate nedical or
surgical nursing unit. At a later time this designation
will be transferred to the front of the questionnaire.

STEP 4

STEP 5

STEP 6
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Appendix H

Pl-an of Action: Adninistration of Questionnaire to Hffixperts

STEP L Coinpile list of potential HIV experts
a) ¡'r9m the Faculty of Infectious Diseases,

University of Manitoba, Winnipeg:
Dr. R. Brunham, Dr. F. Aoki, Dr. L. Nicolle,
Dr. c. Harding, Dr. E. Bowr Dr. D. Holton, Dr.
ç\7. Thomson, Dr. A. Patttulo, Dr. M. Sil-ver¡nan.b) 
å:åE:l]"#r,.,,îi;"i:t 

Nurses' Hearth science

Ms. J. Ross, Ms. L. Romance, Ms. B. Dyck, Ms.
J. Mcleod.

c) ClinicaL Nurse Special ists-AIDS :
Ms. T. Hildebrandt, St. Boníface GeneraL
Hospital.
Ms. I. coldstone, St. Paulrs Hospital,
Vancouver, B. C.
Ms. I. Kahler, Foothills Hospital, calgary
Alberta.

d) National AIDS Advisory Conrnittee:
Dr. w. schleck, Ðalhousie Unj-versity, Hal-ifax,
N.S.
Dr. c. Hankins, McGi11 University,
Que .
Dr, S. Reid, Hospital for Sick
Toronto.
Dr. N. LaPointe, Hospital St.
Montreal.
Dr, M, Fanning, Toronto ceneral
Toronto ,

Dr, M. Schecter, University of
coLunbia, B. c.

e) Physicians and Nurses working in AIDS care:
Ms. M. Thompsonr Faculty of MedicaL
Microbiology, University of Manitoba.
Nurse at Village Heatth Clinic, Winnipeg.
Dr. R, Srnith, VíIlage Health clinic, winnipeg.
Ms. L. Newton, University of Manitoba,
Winnipeg.
Dr. M. chateauvêrt, Montreal, Que,
Dr, J, Robert, Hospital St. Luc, Montreal-.
Dr. B. Willoughby, Vancouver, B.c.
Dr. B. LaPointe, ottawa, ontario.

Fornally approach HIV experts

a) Winnipeg Residents
I have contacted each potential subject and
infornally asked if they rvould consider

Montreal-,

Chíldren,

Justine,

Hospital-,

Br it ish

STEP 2
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participatíon (Appendix K, an initial
response) . Once ethicat approval is obtained
I will formalLy approach each person by mai1.
Thís nail out wj.II incLude a ðovering lettêr
(Appendix I), a copy of the abstract (Àppendíx
F), a copy of the euestionnaire (Appendix D) ,and a stamped, addressed envelope.

b) Other Experts
Àgain, I have al-ready contacted many of these
pêop1e inforrnally by phone or letter. Once
ethical approval is obtained, I r,ri11 formally
approach each person by rnaiI. This mail out
wíl-l ínclude a covering letter (Appendix f),
a copy of the abstract (Appendix F), a copy of
the Questionnaj-re (Appendix D), and a starnped,
addressed envelope.

Docunent return of questionnaire.
Nanes of participants will be crossed off a nasterlist (Appendix H) as the questionnaires arereturned. When the questionnaire is receivedr theinvestigator will identify the it r¡¿ith an rr¡irr ¡6indicate HIV expert. consent forms andquestionnaires v¡iI1 be stored separateJ.y. Aftersix weeks those that have no1 returned thequestionnaire wiLl receive a second ¡nail out. Ifthis is not returned they will be identified as non-participants.

*---
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Appendix I

Letter to HÏv Experts

Dear rrName of HIV Expert, rl

I am conducting

Litt1e has been done to evaluate nursest application or
acceptance of universal precaution protocols since their
introduction in canadian hospitals. Until- vte can
understand the nurses' perception of risk we cannot
effectively do this evaluation.

I arn Shírley Paton, a graduate student in the
Masters of Nursi.ng progran at the University of Manitoba.
My thesis supervisor, Dr. Les1ey Degner (NAC/AIDS)
suggested your nane. I plan to survêy 100 nedical and
surgical nurses in Wínnipeg and compare the responses to
a group of 20 physicians and nurses known to be expert
in the clinical care of HIV infected individuals. I am
asking you to participate as an HIv expert. This project
has rãcèived the approval of the Nursing Ethical Revíew
Cornmittee, of the University of Manitoba.

Enclosed is an abstract of the study, a copy of the
Perceived Risk of HIv Infection questionnaire, and a
stanped, addressed enveLope. The questionnaire will
take 15 minutes. PLease conplete and nail the
questionnaire as soon as possible. The return of the
completed questionnaire wi.Il indicate your consent to
participate in this study.

a study entitled Nursesr Perceptions of
as the basis for my graduate thesis.

Yours sincerely

Shirl-ey Paton

Dr. L€sl-ey Degner
(thesis supervisor)



Appendix J

Request for Nurse Researcher Access

Dr. _hi . AdasK.rn
D irector
Department of Nursing Research
St. Boniface HospitaL
Winnipeg, Manitoba

Dear Dr. Adaskin

I an rvriting to request permission to col-l-ect data from
nursinq stJff working fulI-time or part-time on the
medical or surgical units of St. Boniface General
Hospital. The purpose of this research study is to
expl-ore nurses' pèrceptions of risk of HIV infection when
caring for HIV infected Patients'

I am a graduate nursing student at the schooL of Nursing,
Univerjity of Manitoba. This study will be the basis of
rny thesis. My thesis comrnittee menbers are Dr. Les1ey
oågner (chair), t'Is. Ànnette Gupton and Dr. Lindsay
NicoIle.

Nurses wíI1 be asked to compfete a sel-f ad¡ninistered
questionnaire that will take l-5 lninutes of their ti¡ne.
ÄtI participants \4ri11 be volunteers and wifl- be fu1ly
apprised of their rights as hunan subjects. The proposal
wiff ¡e subnitted to the University of Manitoba' school
of Nursing, Nursing Ethics corunittee for review. Data
collection v¡ilL not begin until approval has been
received.
I have spoken to Ms. P. Hosang' Director of Medícal-
Nursing and acting Director of Surgical Nursing, as you
suggesÉed. Her iesponse was enthusiastic and v¿iII be
coñiacting you by letter. She suggested that I cone to
discuss ¡ni ãtuayl at the weekty meetings shê holds with
the head nurses, as soon access is granted.

I have enclosed a copy of the consent form, the
questionnaire, an abstract and a five page sunnary of .ny
f,roposal, as the application stipulated. If you rgquire
äaaítionat infor¡nation, r wift be pleased to províde it.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Yours s j-ncerelY

Shirley Paton
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Hôpital Généra1 - St.
409 Tache Avenue,
lVINNIPEG. ì\IANITOBI R2H 2å6

Boniface

t96

General Hospita I
(20.1) 23J.85ó3

February 26, L990

Hs, Shirley Pêton
R 10 31- 2

Re: Reaearch .ô,cce88 Approyal

Ðear Ms. Paton r

Thls is to confirn our verbal permíssion for you to access SBGH nurses for the
project enÈitled ¡

lluraes' perception of rÍek of EfV
infections fr@ activitíe8 thÂt

Lnwolve hqñdllllg of blood
and body fluide

Your research Èopic is tinely and valuable.

As stated earlier, you are l¡elcome to locat.e yourself on siie in the Nursing
Research space !¡hile conducting the project. Let us know if r,¡e can be of help
as you progre s s .

Síncerely,

Eleanor J. Adaskin, RN, PhD
Director of Nursing Re search

u¡ /mj



THE UNIVERSITY OF MÀNITOBA

Inter-Departmental Correspondence

DATE: March 5, L990

Shirley Paton, Graduate Student

,Jenniece Irarsen, R,N,, Ph.D., Professor and DirectorFRODT:

suBJEcf :

fn response to our discussion and your letter, you have permission
to seek the participatíon of students in the Baccal-aureate progratn
for Registered Nurses as potential- participants in your study, The
conditions are as oull-ined in your l-etter: participat.ion is
voluntaryi that permÍssion of the course leader wilÌ be obtained
to dístribute the questíonnaire, and that the data analysis will
not identify individual students.

I wísh you weLL wit.h your project.

JL: jb

c. c. C. Gow



Àppendix K

Letter fron Potential

Heollh
Sciences
Cenlre

HMxperts

19 B

820 Sherbrook Street
W¡nnipsg, Man¡toba R3A 1R9

oiar D¡fect (204) -

January 16, 1990

Shirley Paton

RE: NURSES PERCEPTIOIIS OF RISK OF ACPUISITICT'¡ OF Hw NIEqIIoN

Dear Shlrley:

Your thesis project studying nurses' perceptions of thelr risk of
acquisition of HIv i;fection is an exciting and irportant proposal. rtç
Infection control Practítioners at the Hea1th Sclences Centre and myself will
be happy to assist with any asPect of the proposed 1ou feel relevant,
includlñg serving as expert authorities.

Good luck with the proposal and thank you for including us in your stud¡r.

síncereIy,

Df . u, ¡,.
Director, Infection control Unit

LF¡AMK



Frequency Matr¡x for Medical Nurses

CPR IV ART IM

37.0 27.0
38.0 6.0
38.5 27,0
50.0 38.5
57,0 39.0
63.0 54.0
64.0 53.0
62.0 52.0
66,0 52.0

CPR | 38.5 3s.o
lv I gg.o 3s.s

40.0 39.0
rM I s0.0 71 .O

DRS Elvl E

28.0
SPT STL URN
9,0 6.0 8.

49.0 57.0
5s.0 66.0
68,0 69.0
71.0 66.0
69.0 72.0

20.0 11.0
20,0 14.0
38.0 23.0
38.5 19.0
59.0 38.5
63.0 53.0
62.0 42.0
67.0 50.0

8.0 I1.0 5.0
13.0 15.0 11.0
24.0 25.0 25.0
14.0 15.0 10.0
24.0 35.0 27.0
38.s 35.0 34.0
42.0 38.5 31.0
43,0 46.0 38.5
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Appendix L

Medical Nurses' Matr¡ces

ttZtt Score Matr¡x for Medical Nurses

CPR IV ART IM DRS EMË SPT STL URN
0.s000 0.4935 0.4805
0.5065 0.5000 0.4935
0,5195 0.5065 0.5000
0.6494 0.9221 0.6494
0.6364 0.7403 0.7403
0.7143 0.8571 0.8182
0.8831 0.8961 0.8312
0.9221 0.8571 0.8052
0.8961 0.9351 0.8571

0.3506 0.3ô36
0.0779 0.2597
0,3s06 0.2597
0.s000 0,4935
0.506s 0.5000
0.7013 0.7662
0.6883 0.8182
0.6753 0.80s2
0.6753 0.8701

0.2857 0.1169
0,1429 0.1039
0.1818 0.1688
0.2s87 0.31 17

0.2338 0,1818
0.5000 0,3117
0.6883 0.5000
0.5455 0.5455
0.6494 0.5584

0,0779 0.1039
0.1429 0.0649
0.1948 0.1429
0.3247 0.3247
0.1948 0.1299
0.4545 0.3506
0.4545 0.4416
0.5000 0.4026
0.5974 0.s000

2.8117 3.1623 2.8636 1.7857 1.8766 1.1429 0.8831 0.9351 0.1662

CPB IV ART IM DRS EME SPT STL URN
CPR
IV
ART
IM

DRS
EME
SPT
STL
URN

0.0000 -0.0163 -0.0489 -0.3837 -0,3489 -0.5ô60 _1.1906 _.1.4193 _1 .2596
0.0163 0,0000 -0.0163 -1.4939 -0.ô443 -1,0674 -1.2596 _1 .0674 _1.5149
0.0489 0.0163 0.0000 -0.3837 -0.6443 -0.9085 _0.9581 _0.8603 _1.0674
0.3837 1.4939 0.3837 0.0000 -0.0163 -0.5281 -0,4910 _0.4546 _0.454ô
0.3489 0.6443 0.6443 0.0163 0.0000 -0.7264 -0.9085 _0.8603 _1 .1269
0,5660 1.0674 0,9085 0.5281 0.7264 0.0000 _0.4910 _0,1143 _0.3837
1.1906 1.2596 0.9581 0.4910 0.9085 0.4910 0.oooo _0.1143 _0.1469
1.4193 1,0674 0.8603 0.4546 0.8603 0.1143 0,1143 o.0ooo _0.2466
1.2596 1.5149 1.0674 0.4546 1.1269 0.3837 0.1469 0.2466 o.OO0o

Zero

5.2333 7.0475 4.7571 -0.3166 1.9685 -2.8074 _5.0377 _4.6440 _62006
0.5815 0.7831 0.5286 -0.0352 0.2187 -0.3119 -0.5597 _0.5160 _0.6890
1.2704 1.4720 1.2175 0.6537 0,9076 0.3770 0.1292 0.1729 0.0000



CPR IV AHT IM DRS EME SPT STL URN

200

38.5 37.0
40.0 38.5
44.0 39,0
53,0 70.0
47,0 49.0
63.0 70.0
68.0 68.0
72,0 69,0
87.O 69.0

14.0 s.0
7.0 9.0

11.0 11.0
25.0 22.0
16.0 16.0
38.5 38.0
39.0 38.5
48,0 42.0
55.0 42.0

Appendix L

Matr¡ces for BN/RN Nurses

Matr¡x for BN/RN N urses

33.0 24,0 30.0
38.0 7,0 28.0
38.5 20.0 21.0
57.0 28.5 48.0
s6.0 29.0 38.s
66.0 52.0 61.0
66.0 5s.0 61.0
68.0 53.0 66.0
71.0 49.0 69.0

5.0
8.0
9.0

24.0
11.0
29.0
35,0
38.5
48.0

10.0
8.0 i

6.0 |

28.0
8,0

22.0
35.0
29.0
38.5

0.5000 0,4805
0.5195 0.5000
0.5714 0.5065
0.6883 0.9091
0.6104 0.6364
0.8182 0.9091
0.8831 0,8831
0.9351 0.8961
0.8701 0.8961

0.4286 0.3117
0.4935 0.0909
0.5000 0.2597
0.7403 0.s000
0.7273 0.3766
0.8571 0.6753
0,9571 0.7143
0.8831 0.6883
0.9221 0.6364

0.389ô 0.1818
0.3636 0.0909
0,2727 0.1429
0.6234 0.3247
0.5000 0.2078
0.7922 0.5000
0.7922 0.5065
0.8571 0.6234
0.8961 0.7143

0.0649 0.0649 0,1299
0.1169 0.1039 0.1039
0.1429 0.1169 0.0779
0.2857 0,31 17 0.3636
0.2078 0.1429 0.1039
0.4935 0.3766 0.2857
0.5000 0.4545 0.4545
0.s455 0.5000 0.3766
0.5455 0.6234 0.5000

6.3961 6.6169 6.4091 4.2532 5.4870 3.2922 2.9026 2.6948 2.3961

"Z' Sco(e Matr¡x lor BN/RN Nurses

CPR IV ART IM DRS EME SPT STL URN
CPR
IV

ART
IM

DRS
EME
SPT
STL
URN

0.0000 -0.0477 -0.1800 -0.4910 -0.2803 -0.9078 -1.1907 -1.5150 -1.1270
0,0477 0.0000 -0.0160 -1.3350 -0.3490 -1 .33s0 -1 .1907 -1,2597 -1.2597
0.1800 0,0163 0,0000 -0.6440 -0.6046 -1 ,0676 -1 .0676 -1.1830 -1.4192
0.4910 1.3350 0.6440 0.0000 0.3144 -0.45s0 -0,5660 -0.4910 -0.3490
0,2803 0.3488 0.6050 -0.3144 0.0000 -0.8141 -0.8141 -1.0676 -1,2597
0.9078 1.3350 1.0680 0.4550 0.8141 0.0000 -0.0163 -0,3144 -0.5660
1.1910 1.1910 1.0676 0.5660 0.8141 0.0160 0.0000 -0,1130 -0.1142
1.5150 1.2597 1.1830 0.4910 1.0650 0.3144 0.1130 0.0000 -0.3144
1 j270 1 .2596 1 .4190 0.3490 1 .2597 0.5660 0.1142 0.3144 0.OOO0

Sum
Mean
Zètô

5.7398 6.6977 5.7906 -0.9234 3.0333 -3.6832 -4.6 81 -5.6293 -6.4091
0.6378 0.7442 0.6434 -0.102ô 0.3370 -0,4092 -0.5 31 -0.6255 -0.7121
1.3499 1.4563 1.3555 0.6095 1.0492 0.3029 0.1990 0.0966 0.0000
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Append¡x L

Surgical Nurses' Matrices

Matrix for lNurses

lv I zq.o

CPR
38.5

32.0

43.0
EME I 63.0
sPT I 70.0

67.0
URN I 70.0

IV ART
53,o 4s^0

38.5 25.0
52,0 38,5
72.0 52,0
61 .0 50.0
71.0 67.0
73,0 68.0
73.0 67.0
73.0 67,0

IM DRS

5,0 16,0

25.0 27.0

38.5 42.0

35.0 38.5
61 .0 65.0
66.0 63.0
60.0 ô9.0
62.0 72.0

14,0 7.0
6.0 4,0

10.0 9.0
16.0 1 1 .0

12.0 14.0
7.6 32.0

45,0 38.5
45,0 38,0
54,0 45,0

10.0 7.0
4,0 4.0

10,0 1 0.0
17 .0 1 5.0
8,0 5.0

32.0 23,0
39,0 32.0
38.5 31.0
46.0 38.s

EN4 E SPT STL URN

lM I 42.0

0,5000 0.6883 0.5844
0.31 17 0.5000 0,3247
0.41s6 0.6753 0.5000
0.s455 0.9351 0.6753
0.5584 0.7922 0.6494
0.8182 0.9221 0,8701
0.9091 0.9481 0.8831
0.8701 0.9481 0.8701
0.9091 0.9481 0.8701

0.4545 0.4416
0.0649 0.2078
0.3247 0,3s06
0.5000 0.5455
0.4545 0.5000
0.7922 0.8442
0.8571 0.8182
0,7792 0,8961
0.8052 0.9351

0.1818 0.0909
0,0779 0.0519
0.1 299 0,1 1 69
0.2078 0.1429
0.1558 0.1818
0.5000 0.4156
0.5844 0.5000
0.5844 0.4935
0.7013 0.5844

0.1299 0.0909
0.0519 0.0519
0.1299 0.1299
0,2208 0.1948
0.1039 0.0649
0.4156 0.2987
0.5065 0.4156
0.5000 0.4026
0.5s74 0.5000

4.0584 5.4610 4.4870 3.4481 3.7078 1 .8377 1 .5000 1 .5584 1 .2468

CPR IV ART IM DRS EME SPT STL URN
]PR

qRT

M

)RS
:ME
JPT
JTL
JRN

0.0000 0.491 1 0.2121 -0.1330 -0.1459 -0.9078 -1 .3460 -1.1264 -1.3346
-0.491 1 0.0000 -0.4538 -1 .5141 -0.8134 -1 .4187 -1 ,6258 -1.6258 -1.6258
-0.2121 0.4538 0.0000 -0.4538 -0.3818 -1.1264 -1 ,1901 -1.1264 -1.1264
0.1330 1.5141 0.4538 0.0000 0.1130 -0.8134 -1.0669 -0.7688 -0.8596
0.1459 0.8134 0.3818 -0.1130 0.0000 -1.0110 -0.9078 -1 .259r -1.5141
0.9078 1.4187 1.1264 0.8134 1.0110 0.0000 -0.2121 -0.2121 -0.5273
1.3460 1.6258 1,1901 1.0669 0.9078 0.2121 0.0000 -0.0151 0,2121
1.1264 1.6258 1.1264 0.7688 1.2591 0.2121 0.0151 0.0000 -0.2456
1.3346 1.6258 1.1264 0.8596 1,s141 0.5273 -0.2121 0.2456 0.0000

3um
Vl ean
Zato

1.8295 6.3168 2.9105 -0.3336 0.6908 -5.0651 -6.3488 -ô.1337 -6.7757
0.2614 0.9024 0.4158 -0.0477 0.0987 -0.7236 -0.9070 -0.8762 -0.9680
1.2293 1.8703 1.3837 0.9203 1.0666 0,2444 0.0610 0,0917 0,0000





Appendix M

Experts' Matrices

CPR lV ART URN STL E¡/E DRS llvl SPT
13
21

20
26
¿o
26
21

22
26

5
lâ

16

26
26
26
24
22
25

10

13

26
25
25
23
tt
25

U

0

0
1e

4

1

3
10

0

0
1

13
o

2

1

11

0

0

1

22
17
13

1

1

13

Ã

2
ã

25
24
25
¡ J

6
25

4
4

15
23
25
25
20
13

26

l.ì

1

1

16

15

tó
'I

0

13

Proportion Matrix for Exoerts

CPR IV

o5ooo o19æ
0,8077 0.5000
0.7692 0.6154
0.8462 0.8462
0.8077 0.9231
1.0000 1.0000
1.0000 0.9ô15
1.0000 1.0000
1.0000 1.0000

ART IM

02308 or54o
0.3846 0.1538
0.5000 0.5769
0.4231 0.5000
0,8846 0.7692
0.9615 0.9615
0.9615 1.0000
0.961 5 0.9615
1.0000 0,8846

DRS ElvlE

0.1923 ooo0o
0.0769 0.0000
0.1154 0,0385
0.2308 0,0385
0.5000 0,038s
0.9615 0,5000
0.9615 0.5000
0.9231 0.6538
0.9615 0.A462

SPT STL URN
0.0000 0.0000
0.0385 0.0000 0.0000
0.0385 0.0385 0.0000
0,0000 0.0385 0.1154
0.0385 0.0769 0,0385
0.5000 0,3462 0.1538
0.5000 0.4231 0.3846
0.5769 0.5000 0.1923
0.6154 0.8077 0.s000

'2" Scorc Matrix lor Experts

CPR
CPR
rv I 0.8700
ART I 0.7350
rM | 1.0200
DRS I 0.8700
EME
SPT
STL
URN

IV ART lM DRS ElvlE SPT STL URN
0.8700 -0. -1.0200 -0.8700
0.0000 -0.2880
0.2880 0.0000
1.0200 0.1950
1.4200 1.4200

1 ,7750
1 .7750 1 .7750

1 .7750

-1.0200 -1.4200 -1.7750
0.1950 -1.2000 -1.7750 -1.7750 -1.7750
0.0000 -0.7350 -1.7750 -1.7750 -1.2000
0.7350 0.0000 -1.7750 -1.7750 -1.4200 -1.7750
1.7750 1.7750 0.0000 0.0000 -0.3980 -1.0200

1.7750 0.0000 0.0000 -0.1950 -0.2980
't.7750 1.4200 0.3980 0.1950 0.0000 -0.8700
1,2000 1.7750 1.0200 0.2980 0.8700 0.0000



Succesive D¡fferences Matrix for E

IV-CPR ART-IV IM-ART DRS-IM EME-DRS SPT-EME STL-SPT URN-STL

-0.8700 0.1350 -0.2850 0.1 500

8700 -0.2880 -0.7320 -0.4000
4470 -O.2gg1 0.1950 -1.39s0 -0,5750 0.0000 0.0000

0.0000 -0.8250 -0.1950 -0.7350 -1 ,0400 0.5750
0.5500 0.0000 -0.68s0 -0.7350 -1 .7750 0.0000 0.3550 -0.3550

0.0000 0.0000 -1.7750 0.0000 -0.3980 -0,6220
0.0000 -1.7750 0.0000 -0.1950 -0.1030

0,0000 -0.3550 -1.0220 -0.2030 -0.1950 -0.8700
0.5750 -0.7550 -0.7220 0.5720 _0.8700

-1.6370 -1.2660 -1.7020 -2.8950 -8.7170 -0.9250 0.1390 -2.24s0
-0.3274 -0.2110 -0.2431 -0.3619 -1.2453 -0.1542 0,0232 -0.3742

CPR IV ART IM DRS EME SPT STL URN
0.0000 -0.3270 -0.5384 -0.7815 -1.1434 -2.3887 -2.5429 -2.5197 -2.8939
2.8939 2.s669 2.3555 2.1123 1.7505 0.5052 0.3510 0.3742 0.0000



APPENDIX N

Creation of Expert Scalo from Successive Differences Matrix

CPR = 0.0000
lV=0.0000+-0,3270=-0.3270

ART = -0.3270 + -0.2110 = -0,5384
lM = -0.5384 + -0.2430 = -0.7815

DRS=-0.7815+-0.3620=-1.1434
EME = -1 .1430 + -1 ,2450 = -2.3887
SPT = -2.3980 + -0.1540 = -2.5429
STL = -2.5430 + 0.0230 = -2.5197
URN = -2,5600 + -0.3740 = -2,8939
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APPENDIX O

Between Scale Differencs by CPR Scale ltem

Belween Scale Differencs by lV Scale ltem

Between Scal€ D¡ffer€ncs by ART Scale ltem

Itom

CPF

Expert
Mean

-2.54

Group t
mean value

-1.25 8.47

-1.27 8.03

1 .34 7.32

Signif¡cance

p < .0001

p < .0001

p < .0001

Surgical
Nurses

Mêdical
Nurses

BN/RN
Nurses

Scale Expert
Item Mean

tv -2.34

Group Group
mean

Surgical -1.84
Nurses

Medical -1 .47
Nufses

BN/RN -1.46
Nurses

t Significance

2.1 P = .052

3.81 p = ,0015

3.9 P = .001

Scale
Item

ART

Expsrt Group Group
Mean mean

-2.14 Surg¡cal -1.35
Nurses

Medical -1 .22
Nurses

BN/RN -1.35
N u rses

t Significance
vâlue

3.39 p =.004

4.02 P = .001

3.38 P = .004



ÀPPendix o

Between Scale D¡fferencs by lM Scale ltem

Bêtween Scale Differencs by DRS Scale ltem

Expert Group
Mean

-1.89 Surgical
Nufses

M€dical
Nurses

BN/RN
N u rses

3.41 p = .004

4.52 p = .0003

4.63 p = ,0003

Group
mean

t
valueItem

IM -0.92

-0.65

-0.61

Scale Expsrt Group Group t Signif¡cance
Item Meen mean valuê

DRS -1 .57 Surgical -1.17 1.34 p = ,093
Nurses

Medical -0.91 2.26 p = .038
Nufses

BN/RN -1.05 1.79 I = .2
Nurses
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Appendix P

Scale Differences Matrices

Differences belween "2" Scores for Med¡cal Nurses

UDRS UEME

Differences between "2" Scores for Surgical Nurses

D¡fferences between "2" Scores for BN/RN Nurses

USTL
CPR
IV

ART
IM

DRS
EME

-1.2596 -1.2433
-1 .5312 -1 .5149

-1 .1163 -1.0837
-0.8383 -1.9485
-1 .4758 -1 .7712
-0.9497 -1.451 1

-1.3375 -1.4065
-1 .6660 -1.3140
-1 .2596 -1.s149

-1,2107 -0.8759 -0.9108
-1.4986 -0.0210 -0.8706
-1.0674 -0.6837 -0,4231
-0.8383 -0,4s46 -0.4383
-1.7712 -1 .1432 -1 .1269

-1.2922 -0.91 18 -1 .1 101

-1.1050 -0.6380 -1.0554
-1.1070 -0.7012 -1 ,1070

-1.0674 -0.4546 -1.1269

-0.6936 -0.0690 0.1s97
-0.4475 -0.2553 -0.4473
-0.1589 -0,1093 -0.2070
0.0735 0.0364 0.0000

-0.4005 -0.2184 -0.2666
-0.3837 0.1073 -0.2694
-0.6380 -0.1469 -0.0326
-0.3609 -0.3609 -0.2466
-0.3837 -0.1469 -0.2466

TL

UCPR UIV UART UIM

-15467 -12016
-1.1720 -0.1 1 17

-1.1264 -0.6726
-1 .3134 -0.8596
-1.8959 -1.401 1

-1.6537 -1.3407
-0.9780 -0.8548
-1 .3720 -1 .0144

-1.'1264 -0.8596

UORS UEME

-11887 -0/268
-0 .81 24 -0 ,207 1

-0.7446 0.0000
-0 .9727 -0 ,0462
-1.5141 -0.5031
-1.5383 -0.5273
-0.6956 0.0000
-1 .5047 -0.4577
-1 ,5141 -0.5273

USPT USTL
0.01 14 -0.2082
0.0000 0.0000
0.0637 0.0000
0.2073 -0.0908

-0.6063 -0.2550
-0.3151 -0.3151
0.2121 0.2272

-0.2606 -0.2456
0.2121 -0,2456

-1 .3346 -1.8257
-1.1347 -1.6258
-0.9143 -1.5802
-0.9927 -2.3737
-1.6600 -2.9275
-1.4351 -1.9460
-1.1339 -1.4137
-1 .3720 -1 .8714

-1.3346 -1.6258

UCPR

-1.1270
UIV UART UIM

-1.0193 -0^94?0 -0^6360
-1.2597 -1.2437 0.0753

-1.4355 -'t.4192 -0.7752
-1,6840 -0.9930 -0.3490
-1 ,6085 -1.8647 -0.9453
-1.9010 -1,6340 -1.0210
-1.3052 -1.1819 -0.6802
-1.5740 -1.4974 -0.8054
-1.2596 -1.4190 -0.3490

UDRS UEME USPT USTL

-0.8467 -0.2192
-0.9107 0.0753
-0.8146 -0.3516
-0.6634 0.1060

-1.2597 -0.4456
-1.3801 -0.5660
-0.92S3 -0.1302
-1.3754 -0.6297
-1.2597 -0.5660

tv I -1.3074
ART | -1.5992
lM I -0.8400

-1.5400
EME I -1 .4738

-1.3052
-1.8294

RN I -1.1270

0.0637 0.3880

-0.0690 0.0000
-0.3s16 -0.2362
0.2170 0.1420

-0.4456 -0.1921
-0.5497 -0.2516
-0.1142 -0.0011
-0.4274 -0.3144
-0.1142 -0.3144
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D¡fferences hetween "2" Scores for Experts

-2.3300 -1 ,4600

-3.2000 -2.3300
-3.0650 -2.6180
-2.2200 -2.2200
-2.6450 -3.1950
-3.3500 -3.3500
-2.6280 -2,0730
-3.2000 -3.2000
-2.3300 -2.3300

-1 .4600 0.0000

-0.9100 0.0000

-1.1300 -0.5550
-0.46s0 0.5750

-1.7750 0.0000

-2.7950 -1.0200
-2.0730 -0.2980
-2.2900 -1.2680
-1.7750 -1 .0200

0.0000 0.000c

-0.5550 0.0000

-0.5550 -0.5550
1,1300 0.5750
0,0000 -0.3550

-1.0200 -0.6220
-0.2980 -0.1030
-1.0650 -0.8700
-0.2980 -0.8700

-1
-2.0420
-2.3300
-1.3950
-3,1 9s0

-2.7950
-2.0730
-2.6450
-2.3300

-1 .3100

-1 .3100

-2,5250
-1.2000
-2.5100
_t 7ôÃn

-2.6280
-2.64s0
-1.2000

UCPR UIV UART UIM UORS UEME USPT USTL
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